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THE OPEN DOOR

TRB&S is A YOUNG FIRM and a growing firm. As one of the younger
partners, I have been asked to contribute whatever thoughts I might
have which could help our people accelerate their growth within the
firm. Each of the twenty-one partners who have preceded me as
authors of The Open Door has demonstrated a rare ability, but none
has mentioned that ability as being important to success in public
accounting. I refer to the ability to write.
We may spend hundreds or thousands of hours doing an outstanding technical job for a client, yet the only tangible product we
deliver to the client is a written report. There are few things as
annoying to a supervisor, manager or partner as receiving a poorly
written report draft covering what he knows to be an otherwise outstanding professional job. Too often, many hours must be spent in
redrafting the report to bring it up to the professional standards of
our firm.
As I have said, the ability to write well is a rare ability. Those
fortunate enough to possess this ability will find that it will give them
early recognition within the firm. Our newest juniors are asked to
write memorandums covering the phases of audit work assigned to
them, and these memorandums are read by those who supervise their
work. Seniors are expected to draft internal control letters which
are read and approved by a partner before being sent to a client.
A memorandum or report on an inter-office engagement frequently
constitutes the first opportunity for partners to get an impression of
the abilities of staff men in other offices. The well written report is
the frosting on the cake and it invariably leaves a good taste.
While all of us may not be gifted writers, we can all improve our
writing. Effective writing, like any other well performed job, requires
advance planning and careful execution. If we would all spend that
extra five minutes to organize our thoughts and prepare an outline
before starting to write, the quality of our reports would be greatly
improved; and a careful review and editing of the finished product
would add much of the missing polish.
The ability to write well cannot, of course, substitute for the other
technical and personal qualifications essential for growth in our profession. A tasty frosting will not hide a cake which has failed to rise.
AAZSM*JM~-

Profitability A c c o u n t i n g
Is Versatile . . .
companies ranging in annual sales
volume from less than Vz million
to 100 million hare used profitability accounting
successfully.
They include . . .
T\

Station

BanJk

Paint Manufacturing
Luggage Man u facta ring
Electronic Components
Automotive Parts Supplier
Structural Steel Fabricator
Tool and Die Manufacturer
Metal Extrusions Company
Shoe Manufacturer
Women's Clothing Manufacturer
Heavy Machinery Manufacturer
Manufacturer for Government
Contracts
JlYTe are all aware that the roots
' ' and customs of accounting go
back many centuries. Much of what
we now call accounting, however,
has been developed step by step over
only a couple of generations.

Robert

Beyer

and
Paul E.
*y

Hamman

Accounting in the very early days
was concerned primarily with the
listing of transactions — a diary of
notations which could be referred to
at a future time. Accounts were also
set up quite early to record business
transactions between a buyer and a
seller. Double entry bookkeeping
gradually developed and the more
sophisticated concepts of what we
now call c u s t o d i a l accounting
THE QUARTERLY

WHAT
IS
PROFITABILITY
ACCOUNTING?

emerged. The double entry system facilitated drawing off periodic
balance sheets and profit summaries from the accounts.

Custodial

Accounting

Custodial accounting can be defined as accounting for the assets
entrusted to an enterprise. This concept of accountability, it should
be noted, is basically concerned today with preparation of reports and
data for groups of persons other than management — such as stockholders, creditors, and governmental agencies like the SEC or the
Internal Revenue Service.
Any system that is directed solely to the custodial aspects of accounting has limitations from the management viewpoint. More recently, two new areas have been evolving — performance accounting
and decision accounting.

Performance

Accounting

Performance accounting is the quantitative matching of performance against some plan by organizational responsibility. It implies the
SEPTEMBER 1960
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use of standards and budgets. Its distinguishing characteristic is that
it serves to measure by responsibility, actual performance against
planned performance.

Decision

Accounting

Decision accounting is the quantitative evaluation of alternative
courses of action. It includes all disciplined techniques for providing
quantitative information in the form which can best assist a specific
management decision at the time when the decision has to be made.
This includes decisions as to product pricing, make-or-buy, inventory
policies, and choice of alternative production methods. It is the area
in which business has historically depended on special analyses and
memorandum accounts for information rather than the accounting
or cost system as such.

Profitability

Accounting

Profitability accounting is a broad concept of modern accounting,
aimed at simultaneously serving performance accounting and decision
accounting objectives without disturbing traditional financial accountability. It does this by use of a completely integrated accounting system which places at least as much emphasis on managerial
control by insiders as on financial accountability to outsiders.
As the name suggests, it focuses attention on the reasons for the
relative profitability of business products and business operating
periods, such as sales volume, sales mix, departmental or functional
cost control, inherent product profitability, return on investment and
many other less important reasons for profitability.
There are perhaps two characteristics which most clearly distinguish
profitability accounting from previous attempts in modern accounting methods to lay before management the tools with which to control a business. First is the classification of all planned costs into three
distinct groups — variable, programmed, and standby.
Variable costs are those which vary, but not necessarily directly,
with volume. These include direct material and labor, variable manufacturing and commercial expense, and specific product costs such as
freight and sales commissions.
It is important to emphasize that variable costs can vary in significantly different ways. They may vary directly with volume or in step
4
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fashion. They may vary with specific products, specific operations, or
general company-wide activity. They cannot always be realistically
assigned to product, and the method in which they vary cannot always
be accurately determined by fitting a line to a few historically plotted
points. The profitability accounting treatment of these costs will often
have to be "tailor-made" for the particular business.
Programmed costs are those costs which are incurred for some
time period by a specific management policy decision. Once this decision is taken, the costs become fixed for the time period. Advertising and engineering research programs are examples of this.
Standby costs are the fixed costs which would be incurred at zero
volume of business if there is full expectation that normal operations
will be resumed within two or three months. This would include wage
and salary costs of that essential nucleus of supervisory and maintenance personnel who would be retained under such "ready to serve"
conditions, as well as taxes and depreciation.
Costs have at least three important dimensions — kind of cost, responsibility for cost, and allocability of cost. The above grouping
partially reflects all three, and thus tends to reduce the manipulations
required to obtain useful cost data from the accounts.
The second distinguishing characteristic of profitability accounting
is the distribution of actual revenues — but only planned costs — to
product lines. The foregoing technically produces not "actual" profits
by product lines, but rather "profitability" results which, because of
their method of portrayal, are conducive to management decision and
action. The difference between total costs and the planned costs which
enter into the profitability results are drawn off to variance accounts
where they are significantly portrayed departmentally or functionally.
They are not shown as a part of total product costs.

Difference

From Direct

Costing

Though profitability accounting incorporates some of the features
of direct costing, it differs in the following ways:
1. Profitability accounting presents the full cost of inventories in the
balance sheet in accordance with accepted accountability and
absorption cost theory. Direct costing advocates, on the other hand,
generally would like to eliminate standby costs from inventories,
SEPTEMBER 1960
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and handle it as a period cost in the same manner as commercial
expenses.
2. Profitability accounting develops a profit or loss for each product
line after the deduction of all planned costs, including standby,
whereas direct costing generally develops only a so-called "profit
contribution" or "profit/volume" ratio for each product line and
allows the standby and programmed expense to become a general
charge against operations without assignment to product lines.
3. Profitability accounting also spells out a product line profit contribution net of all standard variable costs before proceeding to
deduct standby costs. This profit contribution includes many specific selling and other commercial expenses which are frequently
considered fixed under direct costing. Generally, a greater portion
of costs is considered as fixed under direct costing than under
profitability accounting.

Difference

From Absorption

Accounting

While profitability accounting seeks to produce total annual net
income results identical with those which would be reported on the
absorption cost basis, it does call for a rearrangement of cost collection and reporting in terms of the variable, programmed and standby
classification. It discards completely the philosophy of over- and
unabsorbed manufacturing overhead as a management control concept, though it may still provide for memo volume variance in the
budget structure. In many cases, it borrows somewhat from the direct
costing theory by not adjusting interim inventories and earnings for
the effect of seasonal inventory changes in standby costs. In such
cases, standby costs in inventory remain fixed during the year.
Profitability accounting speaks of unit product cost in terms only
of variable costs, excluding standby and programmed costs. The unit
cost of a product under absorption accounting, on the other hand, of
course refers to full product cost. Profitability accounting advocates
maintain that the absorption viewpoint is inflexible for purposes of
rapidly changing management decisions and that, while standby and
programmed costs should not be eliminated from product lines as
direct costing would have us do, they should be assessed against a
product line in terms of total dollars, and not against a product unit
in terms of an assumed static condition of volume.
6
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A Chain of

Requirements

Successful development of profitability accounting within a company is unlikely unless the following elements exist or can be developed. These elements may even be thought of as a chain of requirements leading to profitability accounting.
An organization chart which clearly and unequivocally designates
functional responsibility and authority as actually practiced.
A chart of accounts co-ordinated with the organization chart.
A standard cost system, where practicable, but in any event some
form of cost system which provides pre-determined and, preferably,
engineered standards for all elements of cost.
A budgetary control system tied in with the financial and cost
accounting system which gives recognition to the effects of volume
changes.
A profit plan which converts sales forecasts into product line profit
forecasts based on cost standards and budgets.
A reporting system which
Shows the profit plan goals and compares performance against
them—highlighting variations from plan by responsibility.
Shows profit contribution at standard by product lines.
Shows standby costs which are specifically related to product
line and the rational allocation to product line of all other
standby costs.
Shows programmed expenses by product lines.
Shows any special arrangements of accounting data which are
directed toward special managerial decisions.
The first four elements can and often do exist in a business which
has never heard of profitability accounting. A profit plan and some
kind of useful reporting system may also be present in such a business. It is the philosophy underlying these elements rather than the
existence or absence of the elements themselves which makes up
profitability accounting. A few brief remarks about these elements
may help to illustrate some of this philosophy.
Chart of Accounts
A profitability accounting chart of accounts should insure that the
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planned portion of all costs, whatever their character, may eventually
be charged against a product line to reveal product profitability, and
that variances therefrom may be charged departmentally or functionally for control purposes. A profitability accounting chart or chart
of accounts should insure that overhead costs are collected initially
by responsibility. This means that costs may have to be transferred
from department spending to department charged before the planned
portion of the cost may be extracted and assessed against a product
line. This succession of steps from department spending to department charged to product line is a cardinal feature of profitahility accounting.
Cost Systems
The cost system of memorandum accounts is primarily directed at
developing performance variances from standard for direct costs by
responsible function or cost center. These variances are charged
against the function and excluded from the standard input to inventory. (Continuing and consistent unavoidable variances can be
included in the variable overhead rate for assignment to product.)
Profitability accounting favors use of the four-wall inventory concept and the bulk of the cost system effort is devoted to controlling
the input to this inventory. Though product standards are quite useful for costing sales, the system for doing this should be simple and
is secondary in importance. Memorandum accounting is used to
allocate standby costs to the product line income statement.
Consideration should be given to the possible use of NIFO or replacement cost standards for determining the trend of interim net
income on the basis which is most current and most significant for
management evaluation.
Budgetary Control
A fundamental feature of budgetary control under profitability accounting is that the budgetary control system must be tied in with
the general accounting system and not be independent of it. As a
by-product of departmental expense control it also produces variable,
standby and programmed cost levels departmentally or functionally
summarized which are useful for purposes of product costing, statement presentation and various management decisions.
The budgetary control system has three major considerations. It
8
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must enable a realistic forecast of what costs should be for any
volume to be converted into budgeted costs at planned volume. It
must provide for comparison of budgeted with actual costs — hence
the need for being tied to the accounts. It must also develop an administratively workable method for allocating these budgeted costs to
products. How this is done can best be illustrated by the graph immediately below. Note that a budget variance is developed whenever the
product cost line does not coincide with budgeted costs. Note also that
detailed budgets of individual accounts underlie the department budget summary which is plotted below.
Budgeted

Costs & Product Costs vs

Volume

Actual cost

Product cost line
(anchored to standby
costs at zero volume)

Spending variance-^

COST

Variable costs
budgeted to product

($)
f Budgeted costs line
(sum of all accounts
in the department)

Standby

l\

.

J / " * S Budgeted costs
l \ ^ i n d i v i d u a l accounts

Actual volume

VOLUME
(Direct labor, sales

Standby costs

dollars, etc).

Profit Plan
The profit plan of course brings together in one place the operating
results which are to be expected, generally for a year, based on a
realistic forecast of sales volume and planned costs as built up from
the standards and budgets previously discussed.
The significant details of the profit plan cannot be presented in a
few sentences. It is worth emphasizing that the profit is planned for
SEPTEMBER 1960
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each product line by deducting all specific costs and the allocated
portion of all other costs. These allocations are based on the current year's sales volume and mix forecast and the longer range forecast as to expected use of facilities. The plan also includes processing
the forecasts through the budget system to establish cost goals for
each organization responsibility.
In setting up a profit plan, consideration must be given to properly
weighing and relating costs to various management decision options.
The plan should also provide the flexibility to subsequently distinguish
between costs that arise because of deliberate changes in plan and
costs which result from failure to perform as planned.
Reporting System
The reporting system shows the plan and the performance against
plan by collecting departmental efficiency, usage and price variances
in responsibility groupings and separating the volume, mix, and budget
variances which are higher management responsibilities.
Profit contribution (revenue less standard variable costs) is shown
by product line, but product line net profit after allocation of all costs
including standby is also shown to assist pricing and return on investment decisions.
The top management operating statement would look something
like the one illustrated below:

STATEMENT OF NET EARNINGS
Net
Sales
MO.
Over
(Under)

Forecast

Standard
Profit
Contribution
Over
(Under)

Forecast

Standby
Forecast

ProBudget
Other
grammed Variance Variance
Forecast

Actual

Actual

Earnings
Before Tax
Over
(Under)

Forecast

Taxes
Over
(Under)

Forecast

Net
Earnings
Over
(Under)

Forecast

Per
Share
Actual

J
F
M

I

To summarize the foregoing, accounting can be divided under three
primary objectives:
Custodial accounting: for satisfying external (custodial) requirements and internal control needs.
Performance accounting: for evaluating how well the business
is doing—oriented toward operating results in terms of the people
responsible for the operations.
Decision accounting: for providing quantitative information to
aid in deciding what the business should be doing—oriented toward
alternative courses of action in terms of operations and products.
Many of the controversies which arise regularly between operating
management and accountants stem from failure to distinguish among
accounting objectives and to recognize which one is being worked
toward.
Profitability accounting was introduced as an integrated accounting
system which incorporates many of the desirable features of direct
costing and responsibility accounting (that is, it provides useful breakdowns for product and performance reporting). It only approaches
solution of all management accounting problems, however, as it provides disciplined handling of all useful quantitative data — monetary
or otherwise — within or without the formal accounts.
The proper approach to the solution of management-accounting
problems lies in
• Relating decision accounting to the decision-making structure of
the business in an effort to provide management with the best information for making plans and decisions.
• Building the performance control system around the organization
chart structure so as to measure actual results against planned results by responsibility.
• Preserving the financial integrity of the accountability system.
• Integrating the efforts of each system as much as possible without
sacrificing one of the objectives.
• Providing reconcilement where data used for one objective seems
to be in conflict with similar data used for another objective.
11

E HAVE BEEN WITNESSING

a gradual but certain trend from the

reliance of regulated businesses solely upon examination of finanW
cial statements by government examiners to independent examinations
conducted by certified public accountants. Certainly, a major reason
for this trend is the rapid growth of our economy coupled with the
inability of the agencies to maintain staffs adequate to cope with this
growth. Just as railroads, banks, insurance companies, and other
members of regulated industries are turning to certified public accountants for managerial advice as well as for the conduct of independent examinations, credit unions are seeking our help.
To appreciate the growth of credit unions, we must recall that the
first credit union in the United States was not organized until 1909.
Today there are 20,000 credit unions. Their total assets aggregate
$4 billion. The average growth rate in the number of credit unions has
been about 6%, while assets have been growing at an annual rate of
2 0 % . Membership runs in excess of ten million, with an annual
average growth rate of 10%. It is estimated that six out of every one
hundred persons in the United States belong to a credit union. Although statistics for Canada are proportionately about one-fourth of
12
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EXAMINATION

UNIONS
by Walter H. Bando
Detroit

ours, 13% of the population are members. In the face of this rapid
growth, it is understandable that governmental agencies charged with
supervising the activities of credit unions have been forced more and
more to restrict the scope of their examinations.
Credit unions are corporations chartered and regulated by the state
banking departments or by the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions (a
section of United States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare). About half of the credit unions have a federal charter. A common confusion — even among the informed — is to associate credit
unions with labor unions. It is true that some locals of labor unions
have organized credit unions, but they have been formed within the
more fundamental credit union principle which states that thrift can
be best taught and encouraged among a group of people who have a
strong common bond—be it occupational, industrial, governmental,
fraternal, religious, residential, or otherwise. Through combined savings the members, as shareholders, are able to extend low-cost credit
to fellow shareholders whey then need it.
Credit unions have been classified by economists as a form of consumers' cooperative. As such certain financial institutions, mainly
SEPTEMBER 1960
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short-term, high-interest finance companies, have contended that credit
unions are a form of unfair competition, since they enjoy exemption
from federal taxes on income. Actually this is not true, since credit
unions are nonprofit organizations which pay out their earnings by
annual or semi-annual dividends to all their member shareholders in
proportion to the time their savings were invested in shares. Interest
(limited to 6% per annum) is credited on the basis of full share
dollars held during each month. To the borrower, whose interest rate
is limited to 1 % a month on the unpaid balance by both federal and
state Acts, rebates are paid either on the basis of "as-you-go" anticipation discounts for prompt monthly payments or by a lump sum
annual refund. Such policies have resulted in a minimum interest rate
for borrowing and a maximum return on investment in shares. Many
banks have recognized these advantages and encouraged formation
of credit unions for their own employees.
In the field of personal finance, membership in a well-run credit
union puts the individual shareholder and his family immediately at
an advantage: For instance, a 25-cent membership fee and one fully
paid-in share for $5 makes one eligible in most credit unions for an
unsecured $750 loan payable in five years and for collateral loans
limited in amount and time only by the bylaws. Some credit unions
protect loans and share savings, either or both, by group life insurance so that an estate is created for a shareholder in the event of his
passing, and any debt to the credit union is cancelled. These advantages, however, are considered to be "fringe" benefits of membership;
the basic objective of a credit union is to encourage individuals to
develop personal budgets that work through regular savings habits.

Staffs of lawyers

reassigned

So successful have been the efforts of the credit committees who
have worked on the personal financial problems of their fellow members that managements of business, both small and large, have encouraged the formation of credit unions in their own stores and plants.
There are no specific direct credits to earnings statements, but the
"know-how" gained by their employees is such that entire staffs of
lawyers handling employees' garnishments have been reassigned to
more productive endeavors after the introduction of a credit union.
Unstable workers who have been forced to adopt deficit-financing
14
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from unscrupulous high-carrying-charge merchandisers and related
high premiums for short-term life insurance have been able to
straighten out their budgets through credit union help without recourse
to payroll advances or loans from their employers. In this country
there are more than 30,000 members of credit committees who
serve without pay, rendering advice and extending loans to solve personal financial problems.
Because of the peace of mind that credit unions bring to their members, furniture and fixtures as well as office space are often donated
by corporations, churches, governmental agencies, and other sponsors
as their contribution toward organization of a credit union. When
self-sufficient, credit unions usually move into their own offices.
II.
Because credit unions are legal entities chartered under state or
Federal law, accountants preparing to make examinations of credit
unions will be interested in how they are regulated by public bodies
and how they are managed. The Federal Credit Union Act was
enacted on June 26, 1934, and is contained in Chapter 14 of Title 12
of the United States Code. The first state credit union law was passed
in 1909 in Massachusetts, largely as a result of the efforts of Alphonse
Desjardins and Edward A. Filene. The latter, a wealthy Boston merchant and founder of the store that bears his name, spent a personal
fortune of a million dollars to launch the credit union movement.
Today, all but four states (Delaware, Nevada, Wyoming, and South
Dakota) have their own credit union laws.
The organizational set-up of a credit union is laid down in state
and federal acts by prescribing model by-laws to be followed by the
credit union incorporators. Such models are available in published
pamphlet form from the regulatory bodies. Section 9 of the Federal
Act provides that "in order to simplify the organization of federal
credit unions, the Director shall from time to time cause to be prepared a form of organization certificate and a form of bylaws, consistent wtih this Act, which shall be used by credit union incorporators,
and shall be supplied to them on request. At the time of presenting
the organization certificate the incorporators shall also submit proposed bylaws of the Director for his approval." The Michigan Act
contains a similar provision.
Section 6 of the Federal Act provides that each federal credit union
shall be "under supervision of the Director, and shall make such
SEPTEMBER 1960
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reports (at least annually) as he may require, and shall be subject to
examination by, and for this purpose shall make its books and records
accessible to, any person designated by the Director." Presumably,
then, a federal credit union could be examined by a certified public
accountant approved by the Director.
The state credit union acts tend to be somewhat more specific in
this area. For instance, Section 6 of the Michigan Credit Union Act
provides that "Credit unions shall be examined at least annually by
the said commissioner (of the state banking department) except that
he may accept the audit of a certified public accountant in place of
such examination."

Law provides

for a supervision

fee

Both the state and federal acts provide for a supervision fee. Michigan uses a diminishing rate starting at seven cents per $100 or fraction thereof on the first $ 1,000,000 of total assets of a credit union and
going to one cent per $100 or fraction thereof on all the assets in
excess of $10,000,000; or $6.00 per examiner-hour, whichever is
lower. The minimum examination fee is $25.00 in Michigan.
The Federal Act provides for a supervision fee and an examination
fee. The supervision fee ranges from a minimum of $10 and goes into
a graduated scale starting at 30 cents per $1,000 for total assets of
$500,000 or less and works up to a maximum rate of $925, plus 10
cents per $1,000 for total assets of $5 million or more. The federal
fee for the annual examination is computed in accordance with a
scale of fees established by the Director, "giving due consideration
to the time and expense incident to such examinations, and to the
ability of federal credit unions to pay such fees."
The Michigan statute has two additional features not found in the
federal: The initial examination fee for a credit union upon issuance
of a charter is limited to $10; and a penalty of $5 a day is exacted
from a credit union for each day of delinquency on its annual report,
due on or before December 31 on blanks supplied by the Commissioner.
Both the state and federal acts uniformly provide that the fiscal
year of all credit unions shall end December 31. The federal act
specifically states that "the annual meeting of each Federal credit
16
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union shall be held at such time during the month of the following
January and at such place as its bylaws may prescribe." Both time
and place for the annual meeting of the shareholders are selected in
"the manner indicated in the bylaws," according to Michigan law.
The business affairs of a credit union are managed by a board of
directors of not less than five members. They also elect a credit committee of not less than three members and, in state credit unions, a
supervisory committee of three members. In federal credit unions
a supervisory committee of three members, one of whom may be a
director other than the treasurer, is appointed by the board. The
directors at their first meeting elect from their own number a president,
vice-president, treasurer, and secretary. The latter two positions may
be held by the same person. Officers and directors meet monthly and
hold additional meetings if necessary.
The treasurer is the active manager of the credit union. He maintains the books, prepares financial reports, and is in charge of receiving and disbursing funds. Members come to him with their financial
problems and he routes their loan applications to the credit committee. Most of the work falls upon him so he may be paid for his
work, although other board and committee members serve without
payWatchdog over the credit union operations is the supervisory or
examining committee. Its functions, as outlined in the federal and
most state acts, can be summarized as follows:
1. Make at least quarterly internal audits, reporting directly to their
memberships and the state or federal regulatory bodies.
2. Make at least biennial verifications of all members' accounts
and pass books with the records of the Treasurer.
3. Suspend any officer, member, or committeeman for any violation
of the act, by-laws, or charter or any practice deemed to be unsafe
or unauthorized; and to fill vacancies until successors have been
elected at the next annual meeting.
This committee has been provided with such "do-it-yourself" aids
as accounting manuals, handbooks, copies of the federal and state
acts, and work sheet forms to facilitate their work. There is a suggested
SEPTEMBER 1960
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program of examination for the committee to follow in the "Supervisory Committee Manual for Federal Credit Unions," including a
questionnaire form of review of internal control and accounting procedures and an outline of audit procedures covering the fact-finding
phase.
Any expense of the supervisory committee, including the selection
of independent accountants, must be approved by the board of directors. In effect the officers, including the treasurer, as members of the
board could turn down the request of the supervisory committee for
an examination by independent accountants. As in other regulated
industries which already pay annual fees for the federal or state
examinations, there is a reluctance to duplicate fees.
Actually, however, there need not be any duplication. As pointed
out in a preceding paragraph, the credit union, by proper application
to its supervising state or federal agency, can request that the audit
of a certified public accountant be accepted in place of the governmental examination.
Another solution is to suggest joint examinations with the government examiners. Such arrangements have worked out satisfactorily
for bank examinations, but the use of outside help precludes the
rendering of an unqualified opinion in our accountants' reports. The
surprise nature of the examination can be preserved by prearrangement with the government agencies.

Responsibility

. . . is a matter of law

Whatever the solution may be, it must be emphasized that the function and responsibility of a supervisory or examining committee is a
matter of law and cannot be transferred to a professional accountant.
The federal bureau's manual stresses the point that the financial statements are the credit union's and that the certified public accountant
is only rendering his opinion on them.
There is only one specific audit procedure mentioned in the acts:
verification of members' accounts. The importance placed on this
auditing step may well be a decision-making factor for the supervisory
committees in seeking professional help, for this is one large area
in which the independent accountant can perform more efficiently
than the committee members because of his training and familiarity
18
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with confirmation procedure. For smaller credit unions, perhaps a
piecemeal report on the independent verification of loan and share
balances may provide the assurance required to satisfy the regulatory
agencies as well as the shareholders.
The acts, both federal and state, require that members of the board
of directors and committees limit their own borrowings to the amounts
of their share balances. In 1959, the federal law was amended to
allow the shareholdings of any other credit union member to be
pledged as security for an officer's loan.
The original intent of the legislators was undoubtedly to keep their
judgment objective and uninfluenced by personal interest. In a "do-ityourself" setup, this seems to make sense at first glance; but why
should those who have contributed most to the success of an organization be penalized? The contradictory nature of this limitation has been
recognized by the Michigan Credit Union League which has been
actively proposing as a part of its legislative platform that the state
act be amended to allow credit union officers to participate in the
privileges of membership like any other shareholder. Would it appear
that the case of the League would be strengthened if it could be added
that independence of judgment on the fairness of the credit union
financial statements is assured by their examination by certified public
accountants?
As a safeguard to the shareholders, legal reserves are required by
both state and federal Acts. All entrance fees and fines provided by the
bylaws for failure to make repayments on loans and payments on
shares when due and 20% of the net earnings of each year before
the declaration of dividends must be set aside as a statutory reserve
against losses on bad loans and other losses. Additional reserves may
be required by regulation or by the Director in federal credit unions.
When the legal reserve reaches 10% of the assets, no transfer of net
earnings to such account is required except to maintain the 10%
relationship. While our duty to review the adequacy of the statutory
reserve is clear, our review of the basis (such as aging of the loans
receivable) for special reserves required by regulation is equally
important.
Ill
Because the share accounts of the members are not insured under
any government plans similar to federal deposit insurance for banks
SEPTEMBER 1960
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and savings associations, the natural question arises: what is being
done to safeguard savings?
In addition to the activities of the Supervisory or Examining Committee and the increasing use of certified public accountants, credit
unions are usually members of a state credit union league. Credit union
leagues are nonprofit, voluntary associations of credit unions, supported by the dues of member credit unions. For example, some 1,100
credit unions in Michigan voluntarily pay dues (based upon a percentage on net earnings after interest refunds on loans) as members
of the Michigan Credit Union League. Fifteen per cent of the dues
is allocated to "stabilization services" for the purpose of aiding distressed member credit unions with noninterest-bearing loans and outright grants of funds and purchasing the notes for outstanding loans
from credit unions in liquidation. The League's officers state that no
credit union shareholder in Michigan has lost a penny of his savings
because the League's stabilization services has furnished the funds
to pay the shareholders 100 cents on the dollar on share accounts,
taking in exchange the unpaid notes receivable of the credit union.
Since 1955 the League has acquired almost $400,000 of such notes at
a cost of about $330,000. Of this sum, some $150,000 of principal
amount has been collected, while $60,000 has been written off as
uncollectible. In 1959 alone, $80,000 was disbursed to purchase the
notes of liquidating credit unions. In order to minimize these costs, the
League is exploring in two directions:
a. Direct transfer of shareholder loans and share balances of liquidating credit unions to other credit unions, with a guarantee by the
League to make good to the transferee credit union any unusual
losses sustained. This creates a contingent liability for the League
but avoids the necessity for an immediate cash outlay.
b. A statement of policy by the League that membership in the
League does not in itself guarantee, in the case of liquidation,
automatic purchase of a credit union's outstanding notes receivable. If a credit union has not followed, for example, a clearly
established system of internal control and accounting procedures,
the League reserves the right to refuse aid from its stabilization
services. Self-insurance protection by the League to the shareholders of its member credit unions can be withheld if it is the
opinion of the trustees of the stabilization services that liquidation was reasonably avoidable.
Since the adequacy of the system of internal control and account20
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ing procedures is within the scope of an independent accountant's
examination, it appears that far-sighted Boards of Directors and Supervisory Committees should take the precaution of obtaining opinions
of independent accountants so as not to jeopardize their eligibility for
aid from their own League. This appears especially desirable for credit
unions organized in private corporations. It is true that some company credit unions have expanded their common bond to the community when a corporation goes out of business or decides to move.
An example is the Daisy Employees Federal Credit Union in Plymouth, Michigan, which became the Plymouth Community Credit
Union. But for each Daisy there are a dozen forced liquidations which
cannot continue by expanding their membership cores. In fairness to
members, both as employees and shareholders, management and credit
union officials should be encouraged to retain the services of certified
public accountants so that their internal control and accounting procedures are kept in good order and notes receivable (which in a typical
credit union represent about 75% or more of its total assets) are
readily negotiable either to the League or to another credit union.
Stabilization services is a new idea and is rapidly being adopted by
credit union leagues of other states.
In addition to the protection afforded by stabilization services of
the state leagues, surety bonds are available to cover employees of a
credit union. Coverage up to $2 million of the assets of a credit union
is now available from the bonding service of the Credit Union
National Association (CUNA).
IV
Although the calendar year is the fiscal year for all credit unions,
in all but the smallest credit unions records are maintained on a daily
self-balancing basis so that surprise examinations may be planned
for any business day in the year. Since the growth of credit unions
has been rapid, it is quite possible that some of the larger organizations may still be using monthly summaries and manual postings. So
it is important to predetermine what dates are available for audit.
Even though, as a member of the board of directors, the treasurer
will be aware of an authorization to have an examination by independent accountants, it is of utmost importance to keep the actual
date of the examination a secret known only to the Supervisory Committee. A study made by the Bureau of Federal Credit Unions on
defalcations (89 cases in a two-year period) reveals that the treasSEPTEMBER 1960
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urer was responsible for 64% of them. This again is not surprising
when one considers that he alone may have access to all the records
as well as negotiables. Where dual control over the latter has not
been introduced, preserving the element of surprise may be the
difference between a successful and an unsuccessful examination.
To ensure a successful examination, a detailed program of examination which recognizes the strong as well as the weak points in the
internal control and accounting procedures is necessary. Such a
program should be developed by discussion with members of the
supervisory committee in advance of the audit. A review of the working papers and reports of the examiners as well as the Committee
could help reveal in advance patterns likely to be encountered in our
examination.

What happens

on the first

day

As in a bank or a brokerage examination, the most exacting day is
the first day of field work. On that day, it will be necessary for the
audit team to maintain complete control over the funds and records
of the credit union and subsequently release funds and records back
to the client only after necessary information has been obtained. All
cash and negotiables must be counted simultaneously and compared
to the records. Members' loan and share ledger balances must be run
and their totals compared to the control balances shown by the general
ledger. Such a controlled situation also assumes that all postings of
transactions are completed as of the date of examination. Where
tellers handle cash and also post member ledgers, reconciling amounts
between the tape run and the controls require our independent review
for possible fictitious transactions. Prompt dispatch of verification
requests to members on the first day is necessary so that the records
can be turned back to the credit union on the next buiness day. Examination of the loan file for collateral as well as the original notes and
related approval of loans, including adequacy of insurance (automobile, fire, life, and nonrecording title), should begin on the first day
and the loan file be kept under seal until work is completed.
The accounting basis for credit unions can be cash, modified cash,
or accrual. Because the credit unions have not been exposed to professional advice of independent accountants (this comment applies
also to banks and saving and loan associations) it is to be expected
that many will be found that are on a cash basis. Adjustments to
22
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the accrual basis and standard recurring journal entries necessary to
put the accounting on such a basis will make the financial statements and ratios useful tools for management for future budgeting as
well as detection of significant trends. To help management get on
top of the figures so that statements are meaningful in steering their
course in long-range planning may be the most useful contribution
an independent examination can give a credit union. Consistency of
basis from year to year can, of course, be obtained only by accrual
accounting.
Since credit unions are exempt from all taxation on income, the
general policy is to distribute all earnings in the form of dividends to
shareholders and interest refunds to borrowers (who are shareholders at year-end). The legal limitation on dividends is 6%, and
the Board of Directors must ascertain before the year ends what
policy it is to follow. Where loans are lagging to a low percentage
of total assets, it may be necessary to hike interest refunds to encourage use of credit union loan facilities. On the other hand, close watch
must be maintained to see what the going rate of interest is being paid
on savings accounts by banks and savings and loan associations.
The decisions reached in this area will be recorded in the Minutes of
the Board and the independent accountant must determine that they
are being carried out with proper credits to shares accounts. In this
connection, it bears repetition to ascertain that all liabilities were
recognized on an accrual basis before the board of directors established their current dividend and interest refund policy. The failure
to recognize commitments for a new building or some other major
expansion program, for instance, could result in a financial crisis.

Projections

into the

future

Another area which the independent accountant cannot ignore is
the degree of dependence the credit union has on a source for its
shareholders. The risk inherent in company credit unions, religious
credit unions in changing neighborhoods, declining occupations such
as milk delivery groups, and other situations must be recognized by
the accountant. Possible mergers with other credit unions before
operations begin to decline or a broadening of the common bond to
a wider coverage such as the community—these are decisions in which
the independent accountant may be asked to help by preparation of
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preliminary pro forma statements and projections into the future for
feasibility studies.
The independent examination of financial statements, then, may be
just the beginning of the professional services we can render to credit
unions. Management sciences and management services are imperative if the credit unions are to continue their growth. In a budget
installation, for instance, the forecast of deposits in shares based
on a projection of a pattern of past deposits, the correlation of general
business conditions and the resultant vulnerability to withdrawals,
the availability of funds for loans and the investment of idle funds—
all these present a challenge for professional consultation to credit
union management. Forward-looking officers of state leagues have
been organizing seminars in management with discussions on such
subjects as the desirability of the use of logistics strategy and operation research in planning as well as the place of the marketing role in
credit unions.
To merit the confidence of the credit unions as clients, we must
convince credit union management of the need for independent examinations to establish the basis for future planning. Not all credit
unions can afford the services of independent accountants, but generally speaking, certainly all credit unions with assets over $1 million
can afford annual independent examinations. And it may be that those
who think they cannot afford our services, the smaller credit unions,
may be the very ones who need independent consultation most.
Planned profits have been successfully utilized in industry and there
is no reason why a nonprofit organization cannot apply the same
lessons learned to its operations.

Walter H. Bando
Detroit
Born in San Francisco, Walter
Bando graduated from Leland Stanford University and has a master's
degree in business administration
from Wayne State University. Before joining TRB&S in 1951, Mr.
Bando owned a sporting goods business.
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W^/zfl? do tax men discuss at
remarks were appreciated by
Richard G. Shuma, James F.
Wiese, Charles Bucy, Wallace
Arthur Samelson. Mr. Carson,

lunch? Apparently William Carson's
(left to right) Leroy E. Schadlich,
Pitt, Carleton H. Griffin, Donald C.
M. Jensen, Durwood L. Alkire, and
arms folded, is at right.

Firm Tax Committee Meets in Denver
by Donald

C.

Wiese

A meeting of the firm's tax committee was held June 13-14 in
**• Denver. The committee includes Wallace M. Jensen, chairman,
Durwood L. Alkire, William K. Carson, James F. Pitt and Leroy E.
Schadlich. They met to develop firm policies with respect to tax
matters, to discuss research, to disseminate ideas for tax planning
to all the firm and to set up policies for training tax personnel.
The committee meets once a year in a formal meeting such as
this one. In the past two years these meetings have been held in
Chicago and Detroit, but Denver was chosen to give the people at
this new office a chance to meet the committee and discuss any
problems they might have.
In addition to the subjects mentioned above, the committee also
planned the regional tax meetings to be held this fall and talked over
recent legislation in the area of travel and entertainment expenses.
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V

Ellen Wadden
packed pencils

Constance Clausen begins packing payroll forms while
Sandra Peacock works away steadily at a rush job.

The
Big
Move

;
PHOTOS ABOVE S H O W EXECUTIVE OFFICE ON JULY 29_

In the file room even umbrellas were packed and tagged;
(I to r) James Allston, Theodore Petrenko, Shirley Pike
and Emma Schultz checked to make sure nothing was missed.

Carol A ustin peered under chairs and behind typewriters
for serial numbers while Jo Doty tore up old records.

\

PHOTOS BELOW

S H O W N E W YORK OFFICE ON THE SAME DAY

All the machines were quiet, all the inks and papers
were in boxes waiting for the movers. From left, Santi
Guisto, Frank Bronte and George Houston waited too.

—•

Partner William Werntz and Alice Amberger at work in new office.

Cathy O'Brien, Ellen Wadden and Anne Seeley (far back) at modern
desks. File cabinets were sprayed to match light shade of walls.

I

Principal Roger Crane and Grace Guerin in office with different decor.

Hard-working Carol Decostanzo and Esther Contrastano were too
busy to notice photographer. Note light floor, rubber plant.

Supervisors'
Conference
by Mary J. McCann
K a n s a s City

was the theme of the third
Touche, Ross, Bailey & Smart Supervisors' Conference held at The
Homestead, Hot Springs, Virginia, June 20 to 30, 1960. Twentyseven supervisors and managers came from eighteen cities in the
United States; Toronto and Montreal in Canada; and Mexico City
for these eleven days of intensive education.
SUPERVISORS' RESPONSIBILITIES—that

For several weeks before the Conference the participants had been
receiving advance information on the program, problems to solve,
cases to study for discussion, and lists of advance reading material.
The program of the Conference was designed to develop and to
emphasize the responsibilities of the supervisor as a professional
person, as a businessman and administrator, as a technically competent accountant, and as a representative of the firm who is well
acquainted with all aspects of its services. Consequently, the program covered a wide range of subjects: management services and
sciences, business development, professional responsibility, communications, firm administration, business combination, services to
financial institutions, income taxes, auditing philosophy and techniques, retail accounting and auditing, and accounting theory.
No doubt the most valuable asset of the Conference was the distinguished group of discussion leaders and lecturers who conducted
the sessions. The ratio of discussion leaders and lecturers to participants was almost one to one. There were twenty-five men—Touche,
Ross, Bailey & Smart partners and personnel, educators, and guest
30
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Jackson W. Smart welcomes Gerry Hillis (center) and Al Dilworth,
both from our Toronto Office, at the start of a conference session.

lecturers—conducting the twenty-three sessions singly or in pairs.
All are authorities in the particular areas which they were discussing.
The partners who contributed their talents to the Conference were:
Donald J. Bevis
Roger R. Crane
Donald H. Cramer
Thomas J. Ennis
Milton M. Gilmore
H. James Gram
Donald W. Jennings
Wallace M. Jensen

C. Alvin Koch
Kenneth P. Mages
Walter F. Renz
Jackson W. Smart
E. Palmer Tang
Robert M. Trueblood
Herbert Weiner
William W. Werntz

They were assisted by the following personnel of the firm:
Joseph F. Buchan
George G. O'Brien
Hans J. Shield
Bernard J. Cianca
Willard C. Westover
The twenty-one persons from within the firm were joined by Professor Ronald F. Salmonson, professor of accounting at Michigan
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Stan Gullixson, Al Dilworth and Les Buenzow enjoyed a talk.
State University, who assisted with planning and conducting the
Conference; Professor Francis Weeks of the University of Illinois
who assisted in conducting the sessions on effective communications
and held a thirty-minute conference with each participant regarding
his writing; Milton J. Drake, Senior Vice President of The Detroit
Bank & Trust Company, who spoke on the relationship of bankers
and auditors; and Edward Tomlinson, for many years the South
American correspondent for the New York Herald Tribune and
author of the recent book "Look Southward, Uncle," who gave an
enlightening talk on the Americas to the south.
In most of the sessions the leaders presented specific information
to the group or offered case studies for discussion and then brought
the group into a round-table discussion. These discussions were
enhanced by the wide and varied experience of the participants.
Many of the discussions became so interesting that they were carried on beyond the sessions and probably were taken back to the
local offices.
Although these eleven days were devoted mostly to education and
professional development, there was still ample time for all the
people at the Conference, participants and leaders, to become acquainted with one another. This opportunity to make friends with
the others and to discuss mutual problems was one of the most
valuable benefits—and one of the pleasures—of the Conference.
The Homestead, a fine hotel in the beautiful Allegheny Mountains
of Virginia, provided an ideal setting. Everyone enjoyed not only
excellent living and working accommodations but also—in their
free time—the many fine recreational facilities of the hotel.
Attending the Conference was a rewarding, once-in-a-lifetime experience. Each person privileged to attend surely left the Conference
with confidence that he would be better able to carry out the supervisor's responsibilities and with a stronger challenge to continue his
professional development.
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Partner Robert Trueblood conducted one of the
sessions which participants found stimulating and
filled with new ideas to take home for discussion.

Amused by something Donald J. Bevis just told him is banker Milton
J. Drake who was a guest speaker at the Supervisors' Conference.

%;

•mx**~
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WHAT'S NEW?

Presenting a quarterlyj

5 3 T R B & S staff people m o v e u p new p a r t n e r s , m a n a g e r s and s u p e r v i s o r s
Partners
Bernard J. Cianca, New York
Keith A. Cunningham, Detroit
Ralph E. Walters, San Francisco
Louis A. Werbaneth, Jr., Pittsburgh
Managers
Bernard Art, San Francisco
Gene H. Englund, San Francisco
Carleton H. Griffin, Denver
Loren G. Hoffman, Kansas City
Gilmour M. Krogstad, Chicago
Wayne Mayhew, Jr., Milwaukee
Richard R. McMurray, Pittsburgh
Robert J. Monteverde, Pittsburgh
Kenneth H. Nelson, Grand Rapids
Robert M. Shehan, Chicago
Richard G. Shuma, Denver
Robert D. Wishart, Detroit
Harold L. Wright, Seattle
Supervisor—Audit
James M. Crosser, Los Angeles
Arthur L. Friedman, New York
Duane W. Fuller, San Francisco
William E. Griscom, San Francisco
James I. Johnston, Executive Office
Edward J. McNabb, San Francisco
Donald O. Nellis, Detroit
Raymond Perry, Chicago
Carlyle G. Pohlman, Minneapolis
Lowell L. Robertson, Milwaukee
Henry J. Rossi, Pittsburgh
34

Robert J. Sheriff, San Francisco
William A. Tate, Atlanta
Page J. Thibodeaux, San Francisco
Charles E. Wieser, Detroit
Jack L. Wright, Dayton
Supervisor—Tax
Neil Bersch, New York
Frank Break, Jr., Cleveland
Sheldon Goldberg, New York
William J. Grismer, San Francisco
Robert J. Mooney, Seattle
Andrew C. Reis, St. Louis
Leon J. Sachleben, Dayton
William J. Simpson, Pittsburgh
William R. Sutherland, Milwaukee
Senior Consultant
(This title, used by Management
Sciences and Management Services, is
comparable to Supervisor).
Sanford S. Ackerman, Management
Sciences
Albert L. Arcus, Management Sciences
Harvey J. Davidson, Pittsburgh
Richard K. Davis, Management
Sciences
Ben Druckerman, San Francisco
Leo E. Feltz, San Francisco
Nicholas Kunycky, New York
Marvin Mumford, Washington
Kenneth F. Schuba, Minneapolis
Dean D. Thornton, Seattle
John C. Williams, Pittsburgh
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(roundup of current developments in the firm.

)

Five new Associated Firms joined our International Group in
June and July.
BOVELL & SKEETE—Bridgetown, Barbados

The partners in this firm are Hon. Sir Archibald Cuke, Kt., C.B.E.,
and C.R. Tudor, Esq. The firm will handle work in the Leeward
Islands, the Windward Islands, Barbados, Trinidad, and British
Guiana.

)
(
/

Three sons of the partners have recently returned to Barbados
and are now associated with the firm. They are H. A. Cuke, Jr.,
N.D. Tudor, and D.E.V. Cuke. The first two are Canadian Chartered
Accountants and received their training in our Montreal Office. David
Cuke trained with a firm of Chartered Accountants in London,
England.
FIDUCIAIRE ECONOMIQUE ET FINANCIERE—Paris, France

\
t
I

This firm is a French limited liability company. As you may know,
the professional practice of accounting in many countries in Europe
(for example, in Belgium, Germany and Switzerland) is done by
companies with limited liability rather than by partnerships. While
the majority of the stockholders of the company must be professional
accountants, the minority can be businessmen, lawyers, bankers, etc.
The two senior partners (or directors) in the firm are Monsieur A.
Huguenin and Monsieur E. G. Snozzi.

r

HERON, THORBURN & Co.— Kingston, Jamaica

'
I

This firm also has a small office in Montego Bay. Partners in the
firm are I. S. Heron, Registered Accountant; E. C. Thorburn, Certified Accountant; D. C. Bunny, Chartered Accountant and P. H.
Ogle, Certified Accountant.
SOCIETE FIDUCIAIRE ROMANDE OFOR S.A.— Geneva,

I

Switzerland
Monsieur Robert-S. Gautier and Monsieur Ernest Eg of this limited
liability company are "expert comptables," which is equivalent to
the CPA or CA degree.

r

YOUNG & YOUNG—Panama,

(

This firm will handle work in Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua,
Honduras, and El Salvador. The partners here are Guillermo S.
Young, Ricardo A. Young, and Francisco R. Young. All are CPAs.
SEPTEMBER 1960
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What's N e w ?
The Newark Office is scheduled to open in September. It is located
at 744 Broad Street, Newark 2, New Jersey. For the present it will
operate under the direction of the New York Office.
*

*

*

Effective September 1, the accounting firm of Muren & Company in
St. Louis merges with TRB&S. Lee J. Muren and John F. Bruen, Jr.
become partners in our firm. The clients of Muren & Company are
quite varied and include a number of moderate-sized manufacturing
companies.

In Canada TRB&S recently acquired a new office in North Battleford, Saskatchewan through a merger with a Canadian firm. It opened
June 1 with Mr. C. Davis in charge and is the thirteenth office of the
firm in Canada. Number 14, at 212 James Street South in Hamilton,
Ontario, also opened June 1 with Mr. K. H. Edwards in charge.
"*

%^k * ^

*

*

For outstanding service to the accounting
profession, George Bailey will receive the annual CPA gold medal award from the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The
medal will be presented at the Institutes's annual meeting in Philadelphia this month.

mm

Mr. Bailey received the award for his outstanding contributions toward establishing adequate and uniform standards of education and
experience for becoming a CPA. J. S. Seidman,
president of the Institute, also cited Mr. Bailey's
service as a consultant to the Federal Reserve System on a consumer
credit study; as an accounting advisor to the Secretariat of the United
Nations, and as a member of the citizens' committee to study Detroit's financial problems.
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What's N e w ?
Eighteen men from our firm were named to committees of the
AICPA for 1960-61.
L. ALKIRE, Estate Planning Committee
D. BAILEY, Professional Statistics (Chairman)
DONALD J. BEVIS, Professional Ethics and Responsibility for
Clients' Acts
GREGORY M. BONL Accounting and Auditing with Electronic
Computers
KARNEY BRASFIELD, Federal Budgeting and Accounting
DURWOOD
GEORGE

WILLIAM K. CARSON, Taxation

H. CRAMER, Personnel Testing
D. CROUCH, Savings and Loan Auditing
ALLEN HOWARD, Auditing Procedure
DONALD

JOHN

JOHN W. MCEACHREN, Accounting Principles Board
R. ALLAN PARKER, Bylaws

JAMES F. PITT, Taxation—Chairman of the Subcommittee on

Administration Procedure & Miscellaneous Taxes
KENNETH S. REAMES, State Legislation
LEROY E. SCHADLICH, Taxation

E.

Relations with SEC and Stock Exchanges
ROBERT M. TRUEBLOOD, Long-Range Objectives
WILLIAM W. WERNTZ, Relations with Universities (Chairman)
PALMER TANG,

ROBERT W. JOHNSON, Statistical Sampling

Three TRB&S men were nominated to the Council of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants by the Committee
on Nominations. They are William Werntz, member at large, and
Robert M. Trueblood and Durwood L. Alkire, members from Pennsylvania and Washington, respectively.
*
*
*
The 10th National Association of Food Chains Controllers
Conference adopted a resolution that reads in part, "Therefore be
it resolved that members of the Controllers' Conference express their
deep appreciation to Kenneth P. Mages for his invaluable contributions to the successful conclusion of the Standard Manual of Accounts,
a project which is expected to be a milestone in food industry history."
SEPTEMBER 1960
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What's N e w ?
The manual has aroused great interest among food chains, wholesale groceries and other branches of the industry including some international companies.

^W^

Richard E. Sprague joined us as Director,
Computer Systems on June 1. Mr. Sprague has
an extensive background in electronic data
processing and is among the early pioneers in
this industry. In 1946, after receiving his deft
gree in Electrical Engineering from Purdue University, he joined the Northrup Corporation to
<# work on the design of electronic computers.
With four associates he left in 1950 to establish the Computer Research Corporation where
he was Vice President-Sales and Applications.
In 1953 Computer Research Corporation was purchased by the
National Cash Register Company to become their electronic computer division. Mr. Sprague later joined the Teleregister Corporation
as Manager of Field Operations.

f, J

Eli Gerver is the new Research AssistantTax in the Executive Office. Mr. Gerver was
formerly Director of Taxation of the AICPA
and before that worked for various accounting
firms. A native New Yorker, Mr. Gerver graduated cum laude from the City College of New
York in 1947, also has LL.B. and LL.M. degrees from New York University. He makes
his home in Bayside, New York with wife Edith
and two children.

Donald C. Wiese, who came from the Seattle Office to the Executive Office for two years to establish the position of Research
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What's N e w ?
Assistant-Tax, is being transferred to the Boston Office where he will
be Supervisor-Tax in charge of tax matters.
*

*

*

Donald Surdoval has been appointed assistant to Kenneth Mages, the Executive PartnerRetail. A graduate of Manhattan College and
a former lieutenant in the Marine Corps, Mr.
Surdoval joined us in 1956. He has done both
auditing and Management Services work, with
heavy emphasis on retailing.

To Keep You Posted on LIFO
I N VIEW OF OUR FIRM'S LEADING POSITION in the LIFO field, we
suggest that all staff members might want to familiarize themselves
with a statement printed in the Official Releases section of the July
1960 Journal of Accountancy.

Robert M. Trueblood, partner in charge of the Pittsburgh Office,
was cited in an editorial in the July 1960 Journal of Accountancy as
being one of three eminent members of the accounting profession who
prepared this statement, entitled "Pooling of LIFO Inventories by
Use of Dollar-Value Method," for submission to the Treasury Department. The editorial stated in part:
"While the problem arises most importantly in the determination of taxable income, the three authors were
selected solely because of their reputations as authorities on
accounting theory and principles. None of them has practiced in the tax field. They are: Carman G. Blough, director of research of the American Institute of CPAs; Samuel
J. Broad, former president of the Institute and former
chairman of the committee on accounting procedure; Robert M. Trueblood, former chairman of the Institute's committee on statistical sampling, currently a member of the
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What's New?
committee on long-range objectives, past president of the
Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs.
Bearing in mind the fact that under the Internal Revenue Code taxable income is normally determined by the
method of accounting employed by the taxpayer, if it
clearly reflects income, they have addressed themselves to
the basic accounting problems which relate to the pooling of LIFO inventories. The principal conclusion reached
in the memorandum is that the number of pools should
generally be restricted to a single pool for each economic
activity within the enterprise."
Although the dollar-value method has been permitted by income
tax regulations since 1949, no rules have been provided to deal with
the problem of pooling. The Tax Court decision last year in the Klein
Chocolate Company case created a great deal of concern among
accountants since it was feared that the Treasury Department might
rely upon the decision as support for the issuance of restrictive regulations on dollar-value LIFO. It was for this reason that these three
men were asked to prepare a memorandum on the accounting theory
in this area. The memorandum was submitted to the Treasury Department to provide them with an authoritative statement for their use
in drafting the regulations on dollar-value LIFO. Several others in the
firm assisted Mr. Trueblood in his work on the statement. They
include W. M. Jensen, K. A. Cunningham and L. A. Werbaneth, Jr.
—all of whom have had considerable experience in this area.
*

*

*

Profitability Accounting and Control, an article written by Robert
Beyer, will be published soon in the Harvard Business Review.
*

*

*

The article entitled Rand: Arsenal for Ideas by Joseph Kraft in the
July 1960 issue of Harper's Magazine is recommended by Robert
M. Trueblood.
*
*
*
The Boston Office was in a turmoil recently while undergoing
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What's New?
extensive renovation and expansion. Several new offices were added,
the lighting was redesigned and new decor put in throughout for a very
modern effect.
*

*

*

No M o r e Clearance Sales?
The problems of trying to adjust retail inventories to the everchanging tastes in women's dresses may be less troublesome as a
result of Management Sciences' work on fashion inventory techniques.
The average life of a fashion item runs between 12 and 20 weeks.
By arranging fashion items in homogeneous groups, Management
Sciences people now think they can predict the sales cycle for such
groups. Based on the sales pattern of the first two or three weeks,
the next two weeks' sales can be predicted and necessary reorders
made accordingly. These predictions can be repeated weekly until
about the middle of the season, when the total sales can be predicted
and a final order placed. Ordering rules can be set so as to balance
the cost of markdowns against the cost of lost sales.
Superimposed on this prediction of sales by groups is another pattern based on the range of sizes; i.e. the proportion of total sales of
a particular dress which will be size 10, size 12 or size 14, etc.
Gerald Demirjian, Perkins Pedrick, James Reiss and Richard Trueman (all of Management Sciences) did the developmental work under
the directon of Nicholas Radell. The first presentation, made in June
to a New York department store, was received with enthusiasm by
the store people.

As we go to press . . .
A few names of new CPAs have come in too late to be included
in this issue. The December issue of The Quarterly will carry a complete list of TRB&S people who passed the last examination.
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We P r e s e n t . . .
OUR NEW ASSOCIATES
Atlanta—Harry R. Kuniansky joined
the audit staff August 1. He recently
received his master's degree in business administration at Emory University in Atlanta. Ellie Dover joined the
Atlanta Office as bookkeeper on July
16, replacing Betty McKenzie.

Roland Felleson, Northwestern
University

Boston—Thomas E. Morse, graduate
of Boston University, is a new associate. William E. Walsh is interning
here from the Amos Tuck School,
Dartmouth College.

Donald McLean, Loyola University

Chicago—Nine men have joined the
Chicago Office audit staff, seven on
graduation from their respective universities :
Marvin Carlson—Northern Illinois
University
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Herbert Golden, University of
Illinois
Robert Jensen, University of
Michigan, M.B.A.

Richard Niemeyer, Indiana
University
Darrell Rutter, University of
Illinois
Two other new audit staff members
have had some experience in the accounting field: Barry Gidley of Northwestern University has two years' public accounting experience while Carroll
Ebert, University of Wisconsin, is a
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CPA with eleven years' accounting experience.
The management services staff also
has two recent graduates, Irwin David
and Anton Petran. Both men have
M.S. degrees from the Carnegie Institute of Technology.
And Chicago has two new office
employees — Evelyn Cholewicki, receptionist, and Madeline Selnik,
stenographer.
Cleveland — James J. Flannery, a
graduate of Notre Dame University,
and Milan D. Karlan, a graduate of
Western Reserve University, have
joined the audit staff. Alberta Everett
is our new bookkeeper-secretary.
Dallas—Bill H. Bradley joined the
Dallas audit staff on graduating from
Southern Methodist University.
Dayton — John E. Kaufman has assumed the duties of office manager, a
new position in the Dayton Office organization. Mr. Kaufman will be primarily responsible for bookkeeping,
billing, and reporting and will have a
number of secondary responsibilities.
They include general supervision of
the typing, multilith, proofreading and
reception functions. Long-range plans
call for Mr. Kaufman to assume the
staff scheduling function and certain
other duties now handled by audit staff
supervisors. He attended the University of Missouri and has previous experience as an office manager in both
the construction and wholesale supply
industries.
C. Dale Middleton, James D. Hunter, and Zane M. Haught have joined
the audit staff. They are recent graduSEPTEMBER 1960

ates of the University of Dayton, Ohio
State University, and Ohio University, respectively.
M. Sue Schneider recently joined the
firm as secretary to R. Allan Parker.
She is a June graduate in business administration from the University of
Dayton. Cecilia R. Johnson, who was
an English major for the past three
years at Berea College, is a new member of our report typing staff.
D e n v e r — Three recent additions to
the audit staff of the Denver Office
are Charles Neal, who graduated from
the University of Colorado; Jim Seff,
who came to us from Denver University; and Ronald Fiedelman of the
University of Pennsylvania.
Detroit — Armen Asher, Wayne State
University, and Joel L. Tonkin, University of Michigan, joined the audit
staff this spring following graduation.
A new addition to the management
services staff, Ward G. Tracy, is also
a graduate of the University of Michigan. Peter Owen, an M.B.A. graduate
of Dartmouth with a background that
includes several years of consulting
and accounting experience, also joined
the Detroit management services staff.
Larry D. Elliott, who is currently
enrolled in the M.B.A. curriculum at
Harvard Business School, is spending
his summer on the Detroit Audit Staff.
An instructor at the University of
Michigan, William C. Gallups, is also
gaining some practical audit experience during the summer months.
Doris Soderberg joined the Detroit
Office as a secretary in June.
Executive Office — Ellen Wadden
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came in July as secretary to Donald
H. Cramer.

of the typing department, replacing
Evelyn Mattson.

Houston—Larry K. Burton is scheduled to begin work in the Houston
Office September 1. Mr. Burton graduated from Rice Institute, Houston,
and is currently an Ensign in the
Navy, stationed in California. Robert
R. Bolding and Donald D. Lopshire,
University of Texas, joined us in June
and August, respectively. Joe S. Davis,
who was formerly on our audit staff,
has returned on a temporary basis
after a year's absence at Louisiana
State University where he is working
on his master's degree.

Management Sciences — Perkins C.
Pedrick, a graduate of the University
of Michigan who was formerly employed by the Willow Run Laboratories, has joined us.

Also back with us after a year's
absence is Neil R. Paine, who has been
preparing for his doctorate at the University of Texas. Max Simon, who
attended Arizona University and graduated from the University of Texas,
joined us in June.
K a n s a s City—New staff men here include James Bedsworth, University of
Oklahoma; Virgil N. Brummer, Kansas
State University, Jerry L. Spotts, University of Kansas; and John L. Benschoter, Charles M. Johnson, Robert
J. Petsche, and Dewey L. Pleake of
the University of Nebraska.
New typists in the Kansas City Office are Marilynn K. Muglach and
Marilyn J. Lawrence.
Los Angeles — New associates are
James P. Murdy and James R. Downs,
Loyola University, and James R
F o u c h from U C L A . Roderick B.
Thomson is working part-time until
graduation in 1961, when he will become a permanent member of our
staff.
Lucille Johansen is the new head
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M i l w a u k e e — D a r r y l L. Boyer, University of Wisconsin, joined the tax
department. Other new associates from
the University of Wisconsin are Gerald Elmer and Gerald E. Tuttle. Mr.
Tuttle has a Michigan CPA certificate.
Patrick J. Murphy of Loras College in
Dubuque and Richard Techmer of
Marquette are also new to the staff.
John Brodson is a summer intern from
the University of Michigan.
New office employees are Carol
Schruppner, checker, and David Nadboralski, multilith operator.
Minneapolis — New on the Minneapolis staff are Lawrence Vaske of St.
Marys in Winona, Raymond W. Hall
of Valparaiso University, Alan C.
Murphy of the University of Wisconsin, Richard Kostboth of the University of South Dakota, Benjamin Ostfield of the University of North Dakota,
and Daryle Johnson, H. Dan Ness,
Dene Rachuy and William Rikkers of
the University of Minnesota.
Jean Johanson is our new typist
and assistant receptionist, and Harriet
Lies is back to take over the bookkeeping department since Cherry Allen resigned in June.
New York—A list of new staff people
includes Robert L. Acuff, Georgia Institute of Technology; David J. Barish, Antioch College and the University of Pennsylvania; Richard F .
Bonini, Harold P. Meschi, and Theresa
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M. Scherbinski, all of Fordham University; Barry P. Borodkin and Eliot
H. Weisman, University of Pennsylvania; Jason Brent, Lehigh and Columbia Universities; Donald D. Colistra,
Holy Cross College; James E. DelVacchio and James E. Hackett, St.
Peter's College; Harvey D. Fallis, New
York University; Vincent V. Grignano
and Arthur R. Langlais, Providence
College, and Henry H. Pavony, Lehigh University.
Robert J. Batsavage (University of
Scranton) and F r a n k A. Scudieri
(Adelphi College), who interned last
winter, joined the permanent staff
upon graduation.
Philadelphia—New additions to the
staff are Adolf A. Paier, Jr., Thomas J.
Ward and David S. Grabel, all recent graduates of the University of
Pennsylvania. Stephen R. Rineberg, a
graduate of Princeton University and
now a graduate student of the University of Pennsylvania, joined the
staff for the summer months.
Pittsburgh — Gary Daum, Pennsylvania State University graduate, and
Robert E. Tananis, a graduate of St.
Vincent College, joined the Pittsburgh
audit staff in July. Paul R. Fetterolf,
Jr. became a member of the audit staff
on August 1. He is also a graduate of
Pennsylvania State University.
Joseph F. DiMario joined the staff
on June 13. He holds a B.S. degree in
Civil Engineering and has completed
his studies at Carnegie Institute of
Technology Graduate School of Industrial Administration.
Portland — New faces in our office
from the University of Oregon include
Glen Goff, Gerald Seagren and Richard Alanbaugh, an intern. Additions
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from the University of Idaho include
LeRoy Neider, Stephen Swanson, and
intern Rex Dorman.
Virginia Bryan and Sharon Gunning
joined the office staff.
Rochester — Two new staff members
here: William W. Mason, a graduate
of Niagara University, and James P.
Lawler, a graduate of St. John Fisher
College.
St. Louis -— Raymond E. Noones,
Southern Illinois University, joined the
staff.
San Francisco—Many new members
here! Joseph W. Boyle, University of
Buffalo; Richard Gibson and Robert G.
Sharpe, both of the University of California; and James Norberg of Brigham Young University have joined the
audit staff.
Scire D. Buell is appointed business
manager of the San Francisco Office.
He is a former partner of Whitcomb,
Buell, Stratford & Co. (later StratfordHansen & Co.) which is now the Portland Office of Touche, Ross, Bailey &
Smart. Later Mr. Buell was controller
of the Continental Grain Company.
Stanford Smalley, University of
California, joined the management
services staff. He has an M.B.A. degree and was an exchange student for
six months at the University of Kiel
in Germany.
Richard Woods, Brigham Young, is
another new addition to the audit staff.
Mr. Woods has two and a half years'
public accounting experience in
Chicago. Joseph Madsen is interning
from the University of California.
Mary A. Langen is a new secretary
in the San Jose Office, while Yvonne
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Davidson is a PBX operator in the
San Francisco Office.
Seattle — Patrick J. Peyton was welcomed back to the staff June 27 after
his graduation from the University of
Washington. He had been in the office
part-time during t h e past winter.
Michael P. Curtis reported to the
Seattle staff on July 5 after graduation
from the University of Washington
and a two-week tour of Army duty.
Washington, D. C.—George B. Vest,
Jr. joined our staff in July following
his graduation from the University of
Virginia Law School. Mr. Vest has
passed the Virginia CPA examination
as well as the bar examination.

Thomas E. Hitselberger joined our
staff in August. Mr. Hitselberger received his B.S. degree from Marquette
University in 1955. After two years'
service in the Army, he attended the
Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration, graduating with an
M.B.A. in 1959. Prior to joining our
staff, he spent a year with the Comptroller's Department of R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Company.
Morris E. Sampson and Edwin Geisler, summer interns from the University of Maryland, have been with the
office since June. They both return to
campus in September and graduate
next January.

CHANGES OF SCENE
Boston — Don Keller has transferred
to the management services division of
the Detroit Office for a year.
Dayton — Donald A. Custer has returned to Dayton from Norton Air
Force Base, San Bernardino, California, where he has been engaged for
two years on a financial management
study under our contract with Air
Materiel Command.
Denver — Donald R. Best has transferred here from the Milwaukee Office
to supervise Denver's new management services department.
Detroit—John A. Mackey and Robert
L. Mantle transferred from the Detroit
management services staff to the management services staffs of the New
York and Chicago Offices, respectively.
Margaret Lynch, formerly a secre46

tary in the Executive Office, has taken
a secretarial position in the Detroit tax
department. Barbara Arklie, who was
switchboard operator for the Executive Office, has transferred to the Detroit Office switchboard. Theresa
Greenlees, a Detroit tax secretary, has
transferred to an Executive Office secretarial position.
Los Angeles—Naomi Baitland is now
assisting our administrative partner,
Frank Daft, with staff assignments and
personnel.
M a n a g e m e n t Sciences — On July 1,
James R. Bragg transferred from the
division of Management Sciences to
the Chicago Office Management Services staff.
Washington—Gerald Polansky transferred here from the Detroit Office.
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WITH THE ALUMNI
Boston—After four years in the Boston Office Thomas F. Megan, Jr. has
resigned to conduct his own practice.
Chicago—Raymond Meek, a Chicago
Office audit staff member for over six
years, was recently named controller
of Consolidated Electrodynamics Corporation, a subsidiary of Bell & Howell Company.
Dallas — John W. Stephenson, who
has been with the Dallas Office since
1957, resigned May 31 to set up his
own practice in Winfield, Kansas.
Dayton — Walter W. Plattenburg reently resigned from the audit staff to
accept the position of controller with
a client firm, Master Vibrator Company. Robert L. Sellers also resigned
recently to accept the position of chief

accountant with a client firm, The
Bauer Bros. Co.
Kansas City—Leon E. Lee, a member
of the Kansas City staff for ten years,
took a position with a client, CentralSouthwestern Greyhound Corporation
in Kansas City on July 15. Mit C.
Grimes entered private accounting on
May 31. Typist Norma L. White moved
to Denver and resigned July 22.
Los Angeles—Ray L. Carter has gone
into private practice in Pocatello,
Idaho. William Westenskow will practice in Salt Lake City, Utah. William
E. Weigel and Evelyn Mattson also
resigned recently.
Minneapolis—Ronald Bach resigned
in August to become controller of the
G. M. Stewart Lumber Company.

TRB&S IN ACTION
Dayton
The Dayton management services staff
conducted evening meetings on July
7 and 14 to discuss current projects,
including recent developments in the
application of profitability accounting
and return on investment. The entire
professional staff attended these educational sessions.

Minneapolis
This office is holding a series of weekly
meetings to review and sharpen auditing techniques. At each meeting a
partner leads the discussions for the
first half hour, then a manager takes
over the meeting. Specific subjects have
been assigned to staff people, who will
discuss them later in the series.

Detroit
Members of the Detroit Office were
guests of the National Bank of Detroit
in June for dinner, a tour of their new
bank building, and a discussion of
services offered by banks.

Portland

Charles E. Wieser, Donald O. Nellis and Thomas E. Drenten attended
the Graduate Study Conference of
the University of Michigan in June.
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Davison Castles and Stan Gullixson
attended the Supervisors Conference at
The Homestead, Virginia in June. Both
reported they had a wonderful time
and enjoyed the association with the
supervisors from other offices.
Howard Peterson and Jean-Paul Ruff
attended the management services
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seminar recently held in Detroit. Howard also attended the Return on Investment Conference in San Francisco.
Howard and Jean-Paul have not only
been attending seminars but also gave
a one-day inventory management program at a management services seminar sponsored by Portland State College. The seminar was attended by
CPAs from a number of cities throughout the state.
San
Francisco
John Hancock, Charles Dresel, Charles
Perry, and John Gale attended the
seminar on savings and loan associations held by the Los Angeles Office
on May 26-27.

The instructors were Carl Alexander, Bernard Art, Miles Bresee, Gene
Englund, Duane Fuller, Samuel McCarver (Los Angeles), Joseph McNabb and Ralph Walters.
The school for Advanced Writing
and Reporting was held in Los Angeles
on June 13-15. The following staff
members from San Francisco attended: Gerald Conlan, William Edwards, George English, Robert Estes,
David Malone, Henry Maschal, David
Moxley, Howard Olsen, Robert Riss,
John Ruso, Timothy Sheehy and Joel
Whiteley. Ralph Walters and Bernard
Art attended as instructors.
Seattle

The school for Advanced Professional Auditing, held in San Francisco
May 23-26, was attended by members
of both the San Francisco and Los
Angeles staffs. From San Francisco
came Anthony Andrade, Robert Bean,
Robert Faris, J. Louis Helvey, Howard Hill, Robert O. Johnson, James
Loebbecke, Charles McGuigan, Edward Pisenti, Robert Riss, Jerome B.
Vernazza, Joseph Wood, Peter Pors
(San Jose Office) and Jerry Sullivan
(San Jose Office). Los Angeles men
who attended were John J. Balian,
Murray Blank, Frederick Iuppenlatz,
Donald Kay, Michele Masdeo, Duane
Midgley, James Mitts and William
Whalen.

To celebrate the 25th anniversary
of the Seattle Office, a dinner honoring the alumni of the office was held at
The Rainier Club on May 20. During
dinner the nineteen alumni present and
those unable to attend were introduced
by Dean Thornton, who covered their
careers with the firm and their present
activities. Following dinner, the current activities of the firm were reported, with Durwood Alkire covering
taxes, Harold Wright on management
services, and Jerry Gorans on auditing and management sciences. The
event was very successful, and the
alumni who could not attend promised
to join the 30th anniversary alumni
night in 1965.

IN MEMORIAM

Dayton

Rotterdam
C. Th. Stijl, in June. Mr. Stijl was a
senior partner in our associated firm,
Nederlandse Accountants-Maatschap.
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Raye Ann Wheeler, wife of Jerry L.
Wheeler, July 6. Mrs. Wheeler was
killed in an auto accident on her way
to meet her husband who was returning from the Army.
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Applause
Atlanta
Elwood R. Dryden is the newly appointed chairman of the Hospitality
Committee for the Atlanta Chapter of
the Georgia Society of CPAs. He is
also technical editor of the official publication of the Georgia Society, The
Georgia CPA, for 1960-61.
Again this year Mr. Dryden is working with the United Appeal Campaign
as co-chairman of the In-Plans Committee. He is also serving on the Program Committee for the Administrative Systems Association as well as
being chairman of the By-Laws Committee for that association.
Robert Wagner is serving as a member of the Hospitality Committee of
the Atlanta Chapter of the Georgia
Society of CPAs.
William Tate has been reappointed
to serve on the Tax Committee of the
Georgia Society of CPAs for the coming year.
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Robert Minnear has been appointed
chairman of the committee on Membership Placement and Retention of
the Atlanta Junior Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Minnear has been reappointed to the Georgia Society of
CPAs' State Committee on Accounting and Auditing Procedures and to
the Attendance Committee of the Atlanta Chapter of the Society.
Boston
The following Boston staff members
have been elected to serve on the
Massachusetts Society of CPA committees:
Hugh Dysart, Jr. -Mass.
Association

Hospital

Robert S. Hall—Public Relations
Charles H. Noble—Accounting and
Auditing Procedures
Richard J. Desmond—Federal
Legislation

Tax
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Stan Hart has been appointed to serve
on the Educational Committee of the
National Office Management Association.
Chicago
Kay Cowen, Chicago tax manager,
was named vice chairman of the Taxation Committee of the Illinois Society
of CPAs.
Cleveland
The Cleveland Chapter of The Ohio
Society of CPAs has elected Carl A.
Johnson a director of the State Society.
He was also elected a past president
of this chapter.
Dallas
David Muir spoke before the conference of the Sears Southwest Territorial
Controllers Conference on " T h e
Operational and Financial Audit." The
meeting was held July 25-26.
David Muir, Darcy Bonner, William
Morris, Jack Mulos and Carl Wilkinson attended the annual meeting of
the Texas Society of Certified Public
Accountants, held in Dallas the week
of June 19. This reportedly was the
largest attendance to date of any meeting of the Society. We were pleased
to have Paul Hamman speak on the
"Impact of Electronic Data Processing on Internal Control and Auditing."
As Director of Education for the
Dallas Chapter of the NAA, Mr. Muir
planned and participated in two sixhour discussion forums on direct costing and Data processing. Attendance at
each of these meetings far surpassed
that of any other meeting in the Chapter's history.
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Dayton
L. W. Buenzow, a member of the Accountancy Board of Ohio, led a discussion of the new Ohio accountancy
law at the July meeting of the Dayton
Chapter of the Society of CPAs. As
a member of the Board he has been
participating in the promulgation of
the regulations and the rules of professional conduct under the new law.
He has also been giving a great deal
of time to registering public accountants and licensing CPAs under the new
regulatory law.
At the annual education meeting of
the Ohio Society of CPAs, Dayton
Chapter, on August 4 Leo J. Sachleben was leader of the tax discussion
panel. At the same meeting Luke Ware
was leader of the panel which discussed the administration of public
accounting offices. Frank Rieser was a
member of the auditing and accounting panel.

Denver
Carleton H. Griffin has accepted an
invitation to take part in Denver University's 10th annual tax conference
to be held in November. He will participate in a full morning meeting at
which the subject to be discussed is
deferred compensation.
Arnold Idelberg has been appointed
a member of the Management Advisory Services Committee of the Colorado Society of CPAs. Other persons
active in the Colorado Society are
Charles Hollowell, a member of the
Meetings Committee; and Arthur
Samelson and Carleton Griffin, who
have been working with the Federal
Tax Committee.
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Detroit
The following members of the Detroit Office have been appointed to
committees in the Michigan Association of CPAs for the year 1960-61.
Accounting & Auditing Procedures
—William S. Harter, Richard A. Baszewski
Relations with Attorneys—H. James
Gram
Relations with Bankers—Nile W.
Farnsworth, Henry E. Bodman II
Relations with Educators—Thomas
E. Drenten, Donald Ff. Waterman
Federal Taxation—Keith A. Cunningham, Edwin H. Hicks
Graduate Study
Conference—James
H. Dunbar
Insurance & Pensions—Russell E.
Palmer
Legislation—Kenneth S. Reames
Membership—Robert
D. Wishart,
Rosemary Hoban
Personnel — Donald W. Graham,
Daniel J. Kelly, Gerald A. Polansky
Professional Education — Aloysius
M. Mlot, Gwain H. Gillespie
Publication—Charles E. Wieser
Public Service & Information —
Phyllis E. Peters, Donald O. Nellis
State Taxation — Roy S. Good,
Lyman B. Curtis
Unauthorized Practice—Donald R.
Miesel
Phyllis Peters, a Detroit audit supervisor, was elected secretary of the
Detroit Chapter of the American Society of Women Accountants.
William S. Harter was re-elected an
associate director of the Detroit Chapter of the National Association of AcSEPTEMBER 1960

countants. Robert D. Wishart also
serves as a team captain in the Chapter.
In May, H. James Gram addressed
the Financial Management Seminar at
Michigan State University on the topic
"Tax Planning Aspects of Financial
Management."
Donald W. Jennings served as associate chairman of an AMA Seminar
on "Profitability and Control" in New
York May 9-13. On May 11 he addressed the seminar on the subject of
"Modern Reporting to Management."
June 16 Mr. Jennings also addressed
the Graduate Study Conference at the
University of Michigan on "Making
Operating Data More Useful to Management."
Donald A. Curtis has been teaching
a course at the Detroit Research Institute on "Introduction to Operations
Research" with Dr. George O'Brien of
Management Sciences. Mr. Curtis was
also recently elected secretary-treasurer
of the Detroit Chapter of The Institute
of Management Sciences for the year
1960-61.
Grand
Rapids
Richard W. Lamkin was elected treasurer of the Western Chapter of the
Michigan Association of Certified Public Accountants.
Houston
Thomas C. Latter, manager of the tax
department, addressed the Houston
Chapter of the Tax Executives Institute at its May meeting. His subject was "Consideration of the Problems Incident to Acquisition of Loss
Companies."
Owen Lipscomb accepted reappoint51

ment to serve another year's term as
general chairman of the Tax Committee of the Texas Society of Certified
Public Accountants.
During the annual meeting of the
Texas Society in Dallas, Mr. Lipscomb was interviewed by the press in
connection with an opinion survey
conducted by the Federal Taxation
Committee of the Society, of which he
is chairman. The survey indicated a
general opinion among members of the
Society that maximum income tax
rates on individuals, now 9 2 % , should
be reduced by a change in the tax rate
structure to a high of about 5 0 % . The
accountants also plugged for the Internal Revenue Service to grant extensions on income tax returns where
accountants preparing them are overburdened by a heavy work load and
suggested the Service establish more
definite standards for persons who prepare tax returns for pay.
Roy L. Gates, supervisor on the
audit staff, has been appointed a member of the Committee on Attendance
of the Houston Chapter of the Texas
Society of Certified Public Accountants for the current year.
Jerry Niemeyer was elected to membership in the Alpha Chapter (University of Texas) of Beta G a m m a
Sigma, the National Business and Commerce Honorary Fraternity. Membership in this fraternity is limited to
persons in the top 10% of their graduating class.
Kansas CityJohn D. Crouch was elected treasurer
of the Missouri Society of Certified
Public Accountants for 1960-61.
Los
Angeles
Appointments in the Los Angeles
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Chapter of CPAs include the following: Charles J. Ross and Robert B.
Dodson, Accounting and Auditing;
John S. Heil, Management Services;
Patrick L. Denny, Labor Unions; Harold L. Fuller, Admissions; and A. H.
Serio, Public Relations.
Ralph V. Hunt has been appointed
Chairman of the Savings and Loan
Committee of the California Society
of CPAs. He is also appointed to the
committee on Relations with the Bar
of the California Society of CPAs.
Frank Daft has been appointed to
serve on the public relations committee of the California Society of Certified Public Accountants.
John S. Heil has been selected by
the Management Services Committee
of the Los Angeles Chapter of CPAs
to serve as one of the participants in
the Annual Management Services Conference to be held September 16. In
addition to being one of the discussion
sessions leaders, Mr. Heil will also be
a member of the panel which will discuss management services that should
be performed by CPAs.
Mr. Heil addressed the Fellowship
of Bearing and Power Transmission
Distributors of Los Angeles on June 2.
Management

Sciences

Gordon Davis reviewed his doctoral dissertation before the Committee on Research Review of the American Accounting Association at Ohio
State University at Columbus on
August 31.
Milwaukee
Carol Ann Betlach was elected vicepresident of the Milwaukee Chapter of
the American Society of Women Accountants for 1960-61.
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The Minnesota Society of CPAs
has elected the following men from
the Minneapolis Office to committees
for the coming year: A. Clayton Ostlund, Accounting and Auditing Procedure (Chairman) and Professional
Ethics; I. B. Aaseng, Cooperation with
Bankers (Vice Chairman) and Publications; Carlyle G. Pohlman, Professional Development;
Kenneth F .
Schuba, Management Services (Vice
Chairman); James F. Pitt, Legislation
and Taxation, Federal and State;
Clarence E. Holtze, Membership; Einar
S. Ross, State and Municipal Accounting and Auditing; Barton C. Burns,
Tax Conference; E. Palmer Tang,
Legislation (Board Member).
New

York

The New York Office is going to be
active in State Society matters as
indicated by the following appointments.
New York State Society of CPAs
OFFICER

Gregory M. Boni, Treasurer
COMMITTEE APPOINTMENTS

Gregory M. Boni — Management
Advisory Services, Budget and Finance,
Investment of Society Funds
Elaine Cereghini—Contractors' Accounting
Bernard J. Cianca—Stock Brokerage Accounting
Anthony J. Daly—Natural Business
Year, Education and Personnel
Edward C. Davis—Banks and Savings Institutions
Florent A. DeBock—Foreign Trade
Accounting
Sheldon Goldberg—New York State
Taxation.
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Werner Goldschmidt — Staff Accountants
David Hills—Membership
Edwin Heft—Retail Accounting
Jack H. Kivetz—Interim Audits
Joseph R. Levee—Foreign Government Taxation
Kenneth P. Mages — Cooperation
with Bankers
Arthur Michaels—Auditing Procedure
New Jersey State Society of CPAs
William A. Bergen—Auditing and
Accounting Principles and Procedures
and Professional
Development
Robert M. Furman, who recently
passed all four parts of the CPA examination on his first attempt as reported
in the last Quarterly, has just learned
that he was among the first ten of the
group—a very large one.
William J. Byrne was appointed to
serve on the registration committee
for the AICPA annual meeting to be
held in Philadelphia in September.
On July 21 Kenneth Mages and
Roger Crane addressed the first Samsonite Luggage Merchandising Seminar (Shwayder Brothers) in Denver,
Colorado. Their topic was "Selective
Inventory Management."
Gregory Boni spoke at the American Institute of CPAs' Professional Development Course on August 1. His
topics were "Audit Reports, Programs
and Work Papers," and "Internal Control."
Kenneth Mages and Roger Crane
gave a lecture on inventory management before a group of Harvard Business School faculty and students on
May 9. They were very well received, as was evidenced by Professor
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McNair's complimentary letter which
came a few days later and pointed out
that both of them would be invited
back next year to make another presentation.

National Office Management Association—chairman of the national conference committee; vice-chairman of
the finance committee; member of the
speakers' bureau committee.

Kenneth Mages and Nicholas Radell
took over for Robert Beyer, who was
ill, at the May 18 meeting of the
Metropolitan Controllers Association.
An abbreviated SIM presentation was
made. On May 27 Mr. Mages gave a
report to the Urban Land Institute at
Raleigh, North Carolina, on the Shopping Center Cost Study. On June 3
he addressed the Controllers' Congress
Convention in Pittsburgh on the subject "Reserves and Aging of Option
Accounts."

William J. Byrne was appointed to
serve on the registration committee
for the AICPA annual meeting to be
held in Philadelphia in September.

William Werntz gave a lecture before the Rutgers Graduate School of
Accounting on May 20. His subject—
"Accounting for Differences between
Tax and Financial Principles." On
June 7 he spoke before the Illinois
CPA Society on "Consolidated Financial Statements and A.R.B. 5 1 . "
Philadelphia
George O. Tonks will serve as a discussion leader at the Annual Accounting Study Conference at Pennsylvania
State College in August.
Mr. Tonks has received a number
of appointments to committees of the
following organizations:
AICPA—arrangement committee for
the annual meeting.
PICPA—chairman of the state committee on relations with schools and
colleges; member of the state advisory
committee on public relations.
Philadelphia Chapter of PICPA—
vice chairman, meeting committee.
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Donald E. Visconti has been appointed associate director of communications of the NAA.
Pittsburgh
The following members of the Pittsburgh Office are serving on committees
of the Pittsburgh Chapter of the Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs.
John C. Williams—Accounting and
Auditing Technical Sessions
Alan D. Henderson—Accounting,
Auditing and General Sessions
William J. Simpson—Tax Technical
Sessions
Richard P. McMurray—Committee
on Attendance and Reception
Irl C. Wallace—Chairman, Committee on Joint Meetings
Robert M. Trueblood—Committee
for Selection of Committees
Robert M. Trueblood presided at the
63rd Annual Meeting of the Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs held at Bedford Springs Hotel, June 12-15. The
chairman of the arrangements for the
meeting was Louis A. Werbaneth, Jr.
Mrs. Ruth Zerbe and Miss Mildred
Loncosky assisted with registration at
the meeting. The Pittsburgh Office was
represented by Mrs. Trueblood, Mrs.
Werbaneth, Mr. and Mrs. Irl C. Wallace, and Mr. William J. Simpson. Mr.
and Mrs. George Tonks represented
the Philadelphia Office.
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Robert M. Trueblood will speak on
"Statistical Sampling" at a meeting of
the Wheeling Chapter of the West
Virginia Society of CPAs on September 20.
Irl C. Wallace has been appointed
chairman of the committee on Auditing of the Institute of Internal Auditors (Pittsburgh Chapter).
William J. Simpson has been appointed an associate director of the
Pittsburgh Chapter of the National
Association of Accountants.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony E. Rapp attended the National Convention of
the Junior Chamber of Commerce of
America which was held in St. Louis
to elect national officers and establish
policies for the coming year. Mr. Rapp
had assisted in the campaign of the
nominee from Pennsylvania who was
elected the national president of the
Junior Chamber of Commerce. They
also visited the Philadelphia Office
while there.
Alan Henderson and Anthony Rapp
were voting delegates of the Pennsylvania Junior Chamber of Commerce
State Convention in Philadelphia May
6-8. This convention was held to elect
state officers and establish state policies for the coming year.
Irl C. Wallace was appointed a
director of the Pittsburgh Chapter of
the National Association of Accountants which has more than 1000 members.
The July 1960 issue of The Journal
of Accountancy contains the report
on "Pooling of Lifo Inventories by
Use of Dollar Value Method" by a
committee composed of Carman G.
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Blough, Samuel J. Broad, and Robert
M. Trueblood, together with an editorial and an article by Carman Blough
on this same subject. (See page 39.)
Robert M. Trueblood has been appointed a member of the Committee
for Selection of Committees of the
Pittsburgh Chapter of the Pennsylvania Institute of CPAs for the fiscal
year ending May 31, 1961.
Mr. Trueblood has been reappointed
as a Consultant (WOC) for the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of the Air
Force (Financial Management) for the
fiscal year 1961 beginning July 1, 1960.
It is our understanding that this is one
of only two or three such appointments being continued.
Portland
John Crawford gave a talk to the firstyear accounting students at the University of Oregon entitled "Why Students Should Stay in Accounting."
Mr. Crawford was elected president
of the Oregon State Society of CPAs.
In his new office he will direct the
activities of the Society's 667 members during the coming year.
Lee Schmidt was the guest speaker
at the University of Oregon Chapter
of Beta Alpha Psi initiation banquet
this last spring term. He spoke on
"Your Future in Accounting."
Gordon Rogers graduated first in his
class at Northwestern College of Law
this June. As valedictorian he addressed the graduating class at commencement.
St.

Louis
James G. Carroll and Andrew C.
Ries have been elected to the Council
of the Missouri Society of Certified
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Public Accountants.
Kenneth J. Bauer has been appointed Chairman of the Meetings
Committee of the St. Louis Chapter,
Missouri Society of CPAs, while Lynn
G. Phegley is chairman of the Educational Committee of this chapter.
Andrew C. Ries has been appointed a
charter member of the Ambassadors'
Club, speakers' bureau and public relations unit of United Fund of Greater
St. Louis.
James G. Carroll attended the Controllers' Congress convention in Pittsburgh May 30-June 3.
San

Francisco

Several members of the San Francisco
staff have been appointed to committees of the San Francisco Chapter of
the Society of Certified Public Accountants as follows: Ralph Walters, Accounting and Auditing Procedures;
Gene Englund, Educational Standards and Student Relations; Bernard
Art and Thomas J. Ennis, Legislation;
Dale S. Bowen and Ben Druckerman,
Management Services; William Griscom, Cooperation with Credit Grantors; T. B. Wall, Professional Conduct;
Page Thibodeaux, Health and Welfare; Thomas J. Ennis, Programs.
Leroy Schadlich is also on the subcommittee on Special Tax Problems of
the American Institute and a member
of the Tax Committee of the California State Society of CPAs.
Paul Kadden gave a talk to the
graduate class in civil engineering at
Stanford on June 2 on the subject of
"Depreciation Under the Internal Revenue Code of 1954."
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On May 31 Ernest Koenigsberg
spoke to the Industrial Engineering
Colloquium at Stanford University on
"Production Schedules and Production Processes." On May 18 he spoke
to the National Association of Accountants at Seattle on "The Accountant's Role in Production Control.
During the fourth quarter at Stanford, Dr. Koenigsberg was a visiting
lecturer in the Industrial Engineering
Department of the Graduate School,
where he taught a class in Operations
Research. On June 9 he presented a
paper entitled "Linear Programming
Applications in the Plywood Industry"
at the annual meeting of the Forest
Products Research Society.
Seattle
Harold L. Wright has been elected a
director and chairman of the membership committee of the Seattle Chapter
of the National Association of Accountants for the coming year.
Durwood Alkire is currently serving
as a member of the planning committee for the Sixth Annual Tax Forum
sponsored by the Western Washington Chapter of Tax Executives Institute
to be held in Tacoma on September
22-23. On June 30 he completed an
assignment for the Washington State
Industrial Council as chairman of the
subcommittee on possible free port
legislation for the State of Washington.
Staff members currently serving on
committees of the Municipal League
are Robert J. Mooney, city and county
planning; L. Richard Greenwood,
school budgets; Harry G. Widener, Jr.,
public safety committee, and Dean D.
Thornton, school budgets.
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Dean Thornton receives our vote for
most active Young Republican of the
year. Dean, a trustee of the Young
Republicans of King County, is a district leader and was chairman of a
delegation to both the King County
and Washington State Republican conventions. He recently spoke at the
King County convention on "How My
District Raised the Most Money in a
Neighbor-to-Neighbor Drive."

in addition to his political activities,
Dean is a colonel in the Advance Gifts
Division of the United Good Neighbors; a member of the school budget
committee of the Municipal League of
Seattle and King County, and served
on a citizens' committee studying the
school health program for Seattle
School District No. 1. Coupled with
Dean's activities, his wife Joan, is currently serving as secretary of the CPA
Wives Club.

TRB&S IN THE SERVICE
Chicago—Glen Hartung has returned
to the Chicago tax department after
spending two years in the service, while
Elmer Fisher and John Terry of the
audit staff have just begun their tour
of duty.
Stanley Holdeman is now assigned
to the Finance School at Fort Benjamin Harrison in the Department of
Nonresident Instruction. His job is to
grade correspondence courses in commercial accounting offered to Army
and Air Force military and civilian
personnel.
Tom Bintinger is attending school
at Fort Sill, Oklahoma, taking courses
in artillery, transport, tactics and combined arms and gunnery. He is quite
impressed with the classrooms, training aids and instructors. Students include officers from Asia, Africa,
Europe and South America.
Dayton — Jerry L. Wheeler has reSEPTEMBER 1960

turned, following six months' tour of
duty in the U. S. Army.
Detroit—John J. Jeffries rejoined the
audit staff in May after completing
three years of service as a lieutenant
(j.g.) in the Navy. Jerry spent the
early part of his service time as a
supply officer aboard a destroyer, the
U.S.S. Twining, and the final year was
assigned to the Navy Audit Office at
Convair Division of General Dynamics
Corporation.
Kansas City—Three staff members of
the Kansas City Office spent two weeks
at summer camp with their respective
branches — Arlyn C. Hill, Air Force
Reserve; Robert M. Mehlinger, Missouri Air National Guard, and Herman
H. Woodcock, Air Force Reserve.
Los Angeles — Karl Boeckmann returned on June 13 from a stint in the
armed forces, having spent considerable time in the Canal Zone.
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After Hours
Boston
Don Keller has just finished serving on
the 1960 Dartmouth Alumni Fund
Drive.
On May 20 all staff members participated in the annual golf outing of
the Massachusetts Society of CPAs.
Prizes were awarded to Hugh Dysart,
Jr., Paul J. Gerry, Thomas F. Megan,
Jr., Richard J. Desmond, and David
P. Harris. In the evening the members
were joined by their wives and friends
at the Somerset Hotel for a cocktail
party, dinner and dancing.
Chicago
Heading up the Younger Men's Group
of the Union League Club is Henry
Korff, administrative manager of the
Chicago Office.
The women of the Chicago Office
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were treated to a dinner at the new
Villa Venice Restaurant in Northbrook, Illinois on July 7. It proved to
be a fine evening—the food was delicious and the fellowship most enjoyable.
Married Men Trounce Bachelors

On July 24 approximately 30 Chicago staff members and their families
gathered at Linne Woods in Morton
Grove, Illinois for a tremendously successful picnic. Highlight of the day
was a baseball game between the married and single staff men, in which the
married men emerged the victors with
a score of 17 to 15.
Partner Walter Soderdahl proved his
fishing prowess during a recent Florida
trip—he landed a six-foot sailfish off
the coast of Pompano Beach.
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Cleveland
Plymouth Church of Shaker Heights
has re-elected Edward L. Pitt to serve
his 18th term as the church auditor.
Dayton
The following Dayton Office men attended the annual golf outing of the
Cincinnati, Columbus, and D a y t o n
Chapters of the Ohio Society of CPAs
at Snohill Country Club: L. W. Buenzow, Dane W. Charles, Samuel C.
Christy, E. A. Duff Macbeth, R. Allan
Parker, Francis P. Rieser, Leon J.
Sachleben, L. Luke Ware, and Jack
L. Wright.
The staff enjoyed their annual stag
outing on July 15 at Community Golf
Course, followed by cocktails, dinner
and games at the Dayton Club. The
golf trophy was won by Mike Taylor.
Non-golfers enjoyed tennis and bowling, with Rust Gray and Doug Strain
taking the honors in those events.
Denver
"We were delighted to have the opportunity to get acquainted with staff
members from other offices who
dropped in to see us while vacationing in the Rocky Mountain area,"
writes friendly Denverite Beverley
Thomas.
Detroit
William S. Harter took the annual
Great Lakes cruise sponsored by the
Greater Detroit Board of Commerce
in June.
At the 25th annual Club Relations
Dinner and Golf Outing of the Detroit District Golf Association on
July 13, Kenneth S. Reames served as
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guest speaker. The topic of his presentation was "Tax Problems Relating
to Golf Clubs."
Executive
Office
Barbara Arklie gave a beach party and
buffet supper at her home in Belle
River, Ontario on June 25 to say goodbye to Executive Office friends. Enjoying a day of surf-boarding and
basking in the sun were Carol Austin,
Mary Bacik, Connie Clausen, Dolores
DeWolf, Barbara Dow, Veronica Gareau, Grace Guerin, Linda Hemmingsen, Margaret Lynch, Sandra Peacock,
Hilda Purdy, Anne Seeley, Nancy
Steele, Helga Surdu and Judy Van Ophem.
On July 27 Carol Austin entertained
girls from the Detroit and Executive
Offices at a spaghetti dinner.
Houston
In May of this year Owen Lipscomb
passed the U.S. Coast Guard examination conducted by the Houston Power
Squadron and was admitted to membership in the squadron.
During the past year Gregg Lipscomb, son of Mr. and Mrs. Owen Lipscomb, received the Beta Gamma Sigma
Award for the highest grades of a
freshman in the School of Business at
the University of Texas. In addition
he received the highest military award
for a freshman student in the Army
ROTC and won $200, the prize in the
oratorical contest of the Battle of
Flowers, the annual festival in San
Antonio commemorating Texas independence. Gregg has a straight A average out of 12 subjects completed at
Texas. He will return to the University this fall as a sophomore.
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Kansas City
Members of the staff and their wives
entertained with a picnic at Lake Jacoma on June 18, honoring Leon E.
Lee and Mit Grimes.
Los Angeles
Charles J. Ross has been elected treasurer of the East Wilshire Citizens for
Nixon Club. Mr. Ross was also elected
vice president of the Los Feliz Improvement Association and was reelected Treasurer of the Jonathan
Breakfast Club.
A. H. Serio was elected treasurer of
the Optimist Club of Magnolia Park.
Mrs. Serio was elected program chairman of the Optimisses for the same
term.
Milwaukee
The Milwaukee Office was host to the
Chicago Office in the annual golf
tournament on June 10, held at Meadowbrook Town and Country Club in
Racine, Wisconsin. Trophy winners
were Bob Kay and John Linster, both
of the Chicago Office.
The management services staff of
the Milwaukee Office bade a sad farewell to Donald Best at Frenchy's Restaurant on June 9. The feature of the
evening was an all-star cast performing in "This is Your Life, Don Best"
which was superbly written by Ray
Gusnard, on loan from the St. Louis
Office.

"The Golden Fleecing" at the Old
Log Theatre on the shores of Lake
Minnetonka.
The annual golf party for the men
on the staff was held July 15 at the
Columbia Heights Golf Club. Afterward the men adjourned to Jax Cafe
for dinner and a discussion of the
game.
New

York

Bess Alper returned intact after a
25,000 mile air tour to San Francisco,
Hawaii, and many points in the Pacific — the farthest away being Hong
Kong and Manila. She sat out Typhoon Bloody Mary in Hong Kong
and saw President Eisenhower's tremendous ovation in Manila. Bess said
the high points of the whole trip were
the beauty of Japan and the friendliness of the Japanese people, despite
the rumblings that were going on in
Tokyo at the time.
Pittsburgh
Louis A. Werbaneth was elected a
member of the Board of Governors of
the Duquesne University Alumni Association. He was also elected treasurer and member of the Board of
Directors of the Wildwood Golf Club.
The annual office picnic was held at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Irl C. Wallace on July 9.
Portland

Minneapolis
The girls in the Minneapolis Office
were entertained with a dinner at
Burch's Restaurant in Hopkins and
afterward attended a performance of
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Oldtimers Down Youngsters

Friday, July 29,
held at Merwin
from Portland.
aged to squeeze

the annual picnic was
Dam, about 40 miles
The Oldtimers manout a tight victory in
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the softball game over the Youngsters
for the second year in a row. Hal
Lemon hit a clutch double that drove
in three runs and clinched the victory.
The juniors assert that one more year
and a new umpire will reverse this
year's decision—but they said the same
thing last year.

to several old folks' homes and before a number of Rotary Clubs.

St.

Seattle

Louis

San
Francisco
Thomas B. Wall has been appointed
chairman of the major accounting firm
group for the annual United Crusade
fund drive.

The annual outing for staff members
of the St. Louis Office was held on
June 16 at Barth's Estate in St. Louis
County. While the weather was bad
and many were drenched on the golf
course, everybody had a good time.

A party for the Seattle staff members and their wives was held at Pier
91 Officers Club on June 17. At that
time William J. Schmitz was presented
a portable transistor radio on the occasion of his leaving the firm.

Kenneth J. Bauer has been elected
treasurer of the Warson Woods Swimming Club. He has also been elected
treasurer of St. Genevieve du Bois
Men's Club.

New officers of Capital Unlimited,
an investment club comprised primarily of Seattle staff members are:
Robert W. Ap Roberts, president; L.
Richard Greenwood, vice president;
and James V. Mitchell, treasurer.

Eugene J. Schorb has been receiving fine publicity with his ideas and
suggestions for the improvement of
the local city and suburban communities. Mr. Schorb is an executive of the
Columbia Chamber of Commerce and
his suggestions received favorable editorial comment in the local newspapers. He has also been busy showing
pictures of his parents' European Tour

The Seattle Office held its annual
spring golf outing at the Maplewood
Golf and Country Club on May 6. Bob
Benjamin tied for low gross honors
with Bob Sheriff of the firm's Honolulu Office, who was in Seattle on
temporary assignment. Both had a
score of 75. Low net honors went to
John Clearman with a 46.

" R e a d i n g m a k e t h a full m a n ; conference a ready
m a n ; and w r i t i n g an exact man. A n d therefore, if a
man write little, h e had need have a great m e m o r y ;
if he confer little, h e had need have a present wit;
and if h e read little, he had need have much c u n n i n g ,
to seem to k n o w w h a t h e d o t h not."
—Francis
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TRB&S At Home

Atlanta
Newcomer—Jane Marie, May 16 to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert V. Wagner.
Baltimore
Newcomer—Catherine Grace, May 26
to Mr. and Mrs. David A. Forslind.
Boston
Marriage—Edward J. Harrington to
Marilyn F. Burke, May 28.
Chicago
Marriages—Robert Caudill to Merna
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Hendrick, June 4. Stanley Holdeman to Karen Clouse, June 25.
Newcomers—Susan Marie, May 7 to
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Brusherd, Jr.
Karen Marie, June 11 to Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Boscher. Karen Louise,
July 9 to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Ostdiek.
Dayton
Newcomers — Gregory Edward, June
13 to Mr. and Mrs. William 0 . Hess.
William Christopher, June 20 to Mr.
and Mrs. L. W. Buenzow. This date
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is in
date
birth
now

keeping with the family birthpolicy: In order of age, the
dates of the five members are
16, 17, 18, 19 and 20!

Detroit
Newcomers—Anne Cavanaugh, July
13 to Mr. and Mrs. Ramon P. Vallez. Laura Jean, July 14 to Mr. and
Mrs. Joel L. Tonkin. Craig Martin,
July 16 to Mr. and Mrs. David J.
Vander Broek. James Stanford, July
19 to Mr. and Mrs. Barry C. Phelps.
Grand

Rapids

Newcomers—Randal Dean, March 19
to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Koster. Douglas Peter, July 1 to Mr. and Mrs.
Philip Vanden Berge.
Kansas
City
Marriage—Clyde L. Johnson to Janet
Lou Johnson, June 12.
Newcomer—Stephen Andrew, June 27
to Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L. Brown.
Los Angeles
Marriage — Jean Powers to Donald
Garner, July 3.
Newcomers—Jay Howard, June 5 to
Mr. and Mrs. Irwin Leach. Ronald
Paul, June 3 to Mr. and Mrs. James
E. Lindsey. Steven Thomas, June
15, to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L.
Gogo, Jr.
Management

Sciences

Newcomer—Charity Denise, June 21
to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Mulvihill.
Milwaukee
Newcomer—David Michael, July 16
to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Elmer.
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Minneapolis
Marriage — Mary Straubel to Gerald
McGrath, June 25.
Newcomer—Steven Gerard, May 30
to Mr. and Mrs. Allan E. Fonfara.
New York
Marriages—Norbert Weissberg to Kay
Mary Carmel, June 11. Florent A.
DeBock to Mary Carole Murray,
July 2.
Newcomers—Kevin Michael, June 3
to Mr. and Mrs. John J. Cumiskey.
Cindy Michelle, June 11 to Mr. and
Mrs. Alan L. Gordon. Frances Mary
and Patricia Ann, June 18 to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph F. Walsh. Cynthia
Joan, June 22 to Mr. and Mrs. Victor H. Brown.
Portland
Newcomer—Stephen Francis, July 11
to Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Elkinton.
Rochester
Newcomers — Katherine, June 24 to
Mr. and Mrs. James Riley.
San
Francisco
Newcomers—Charles Francis, June 12
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dresel. Eve
Ellen, June 17 to Mr. and Mrs. Jerome B. Vernazza. Jamie Jennifer,
June 10 to Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Hill. Kerry Ann, July 20 to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard E. Trueman.
Howard, adopted July 22 by Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Arata.
Seattle
Marriages—Shirley Stromquist to Patrick J. Peyton, June 11. Bonnie Beitel to Michael P. Curtis, July 22.
Newcomer—Faye Helene, July 22 to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Coberly.
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CORRESPONDENTS

SHERLE SWANSON

Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Chicago

ANNE MATYA

Cleveland

MARIAN FULTZ
MARJORIE
MARJORIE

M. PATTERSON
J. JOHNSON

LEONA LOWRY

Dallas

JULIA D. BEHRENS
BEVERLEY THOMAS
HARRY TROXELL
PATRICIA HUBER
JEANIE LANNOM
GENEVIEVE SILADY
NAOMI BAITLAND

G. P. ALLEN
BETTY TOMEK

Dayton

Denver
Detroit
Grand Rapids
Houston
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Management Sciences
Milwaukee

ALICE CARLSON

Minneapolis

ELLEN HARDEN

New York
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

ELIZABETH KEENAN
MILDRED

H.

LONCOSKY

DAVISON CASTLES
MARY SHARKEY

DOROTHEA M. KRAMER
RICHARD NISHKIAN

HELEN B. LILLY
CORLAN JOHNSON

Portland (Ore.)

Rochester

(N.Y.)

St. Louis

San Francisco
Seattle
Washington, D. C.

